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On December 11, 1994, the Heads of Government of Canada, the United States,
Mexico and Chile announced their decision to, begin the process by which Chule will accede
to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

To this end, officiais from the NAFTA partners have been directed to undertake the
preparations necessary to begin negotiations, including, focusing on relevant technical
procedures and institutional issues.

The decision announced ini the "Four Leaders' Statement on Chile" was the
culmination of Canada's efforts during 1994 to ensure that the NAFTA becomes the principal
tool for trade and investment liberalization in this hemisphere, and possibly beyond.

One of the elements in Canada's initial preparations for the accession of Chile to
NAPTA was the attached study, commissioned by the Canadian Embassy in Santiago, Chule
and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. It was prepared by two.
leading Chilean economists and consultants, Fernan Ibaiez and Felipe Larrafn. The opinions
expressed in this study are those of the authors, and do flot necessarily represent the views of
the Government of Canada. The study, however, does provide a useful overview of mnany of
the issues that will likely be addressed during the negotiations.

It is our hope that this preliminary work, exaniining the Chilean trade and investment
regime and identifying possible business opportunities for the Canadian private sector, will
be a helpful starting point for your own analytical work, as Canada and its NAPTA partners
work through the preparatory discussions and accession negotiations with Chile.
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CHILE-CANADA/NAFrA i

n as well as business practices in Chile are open and well
services, as well as investment, is based on non-discriminatory

d greatly fadilitate the negotiation of a trade agreement. I
s, Chie has a long tradition and a proven track record of active
ýements. It was a founding member of GA"T~ and a signatory of
mentioned in NAFTA

to NAFTA on the basis of the existing Agreement (with any
annexes), Chile would have to introduce only a limited number

iges to fully comply with NAFTA provisions.

ai changes include: extension of the coverage period of patents,

;triction for repatriation of foreign capital, inclusion of the
lie trade remedy legisiation, establishmnent of new domestic
emergency actions, improvement of legal procedures regarding
nization of legal and institutional procedures for enforcement of

ocedural and institutional changes include: price bands in the
,ening i the financial sector, possible standardization of



1. Bcgon

Fer more than a decade, Chile bas had an increasingly open economy with low, uniformn

tarffs prctiall nonontarff arier, nn-dscrmintor tratmntof *reign investors,
stale ulead only very few soa ictin on the pripaon of the foreign or
domsti prvat sctor. In uc a co text th osble accession of Chile to NAFTA, and/or to

such a move are the. nossible contribntinn <if NÂPTA taimrte oemlhuoniaA~ f-a ef>4.d
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Recently, liowever, Chile lbas been moving ini the direction of the latter schemc and should flot
have significant problems in adopting NAFTA procedures.

The main issue concerning emergency actions is that Chilean legisiation does not allow
the Govcrnment to depart from its uniform tariff regime. Accordingly, Chile would have to
develop special national procedures and legisiation to cover the requirements of emergency
actions under trade agreements. It may flot be eay for the Government to introduce exceptions
in a succesiful trade policy based on non-discrimination among sectors.

flic Standards ehapter in NAFTA provides clear ruies aimed at reducing the scope for
using standards as disguised barriers to trade. Two guiding principles in that chapter are that
standards must be; non-discriininatory and that parties should seck to ensure that provincial, state
and local governments; comply with thc provisions of the chapter. Chile fully complies with both
principles: with the flrst, because the principle of non-discrimination is a pminciple speciflcally
spelled out in thc Constitution and applied to ail economic activities; the second, because Chile
is a unitary country and, therefore, all of its standards apply nation-wide. Chile may need,
howevcr, additional reinforcement of the institutional structure related to conformity assessmcnt



Stae-wnd eteprse, intun, eajoy alare degree of autonomy and have no speiaI

requireies on reserves or on prfrniateamn for loc~al suppliers. ertlswhe
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essential requirements in this matter are that member countries extend national treatmnent to

foreign service providers and that they do flot require such providers to establish "local

presence". Chilean regulations are quite open and essentially fulfil these requirements. Provision

of individual professional services follows the non-discrimination principle. In the case of flrms,

it is only for the provision of services to government offices, that a formai local "identity' is

required in order to ensure legal responsibility in the country.

Recent positive experiences with exports of Chilean engineering and with joint ventures

between Chilean and foreign engineering firms have opened significant business opportunities

for Canadian professionals consultants in Chile.

Temporary Entry for business visitors to Chile is in practice simple and expedite. At

present no visas are required for temporary entry of visitors from most countries in the world,

including the three NAFTA member countries. Access for intra-company transfers, as well as

temporary residence for investors and business people, are also easily obtainable and have

are fair,



A few seii oc may be sbject to ngtais, as follows: a) there arediféecs
conernng he torm of prtetio ofpaets(5 hesi Chlii, 17 years umdoe NAFTA); b)

phamaeutca paensare no etratv under the exlsting Chilean law; c) the onet of
trdeseresand lyudeisofsmcdutrnegad.circuits may need to be specifically

Som. of the bv susmyhv.led enspree na uha hl'
adhrene o te ecetlycopleedGAfl Uruguay Round will require changes in the Chilean
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Chapter 20, which, concerns the institutional structure of NAFTA, should present even
fewer difficulties than Chapter 19. Moreover, because the present Chilean political, and
economic direction was significantly ratified ini the recent presidential and congressional
election, major opposition to the idea of the settlement of disputes through working groups or
through the appeal to Arbitral Panels would be quite unlikely.

The main doubts about this chapter, voiced privately by government officiais, relateto
the convenience or inconvenience for a small country like Chile of incurring the human and
economic costs of a radier "heavy" institutional structure in NAFTA. Nonetheless, the
advantages of a binding and impartial dispute setulement mechanism, such as that which exists in
NAFTA, may not have yet been fully appreciated i Chile.

n environmental legislation contains numerous standards disseminated

ions. They do not, however, follow a consistent pattern or logic, as
rgency solutions to isolated cases. Most of these standards follow

they cannot be added up or structured under one single body.
[l enfo'rced at the sanie time, they would completely disrupt some
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Chile is Probably more liberal than NAFTA members in agricultural trade. AlthoughChilean tarifas (set at 11%) are higher than those of NAFTA members, no quantitativerestrictions exist. Apart fromr some isolated instances (e.g., poultry cuts), sauitary andPhYto-samtary measures have not had a significant impact on imports from North America. AsChile gives no subsidies to agriculture, price bauds are likely to be the only sensitive issue in
negotiations.

Potential for Canadian exports of goods and services
Canada is the largest exporter of wheat to the Chilean market. Trade liberalizationwould, therefore, provide increaseci opportunities for Canadian exporters of wheat, ofiseeds andiother similar crops. lu addition, Cauada's experience in fruit growmng aud in agro-industry couldprove valuable for the continuiug expansion of these sectors. Opportunities also exist forCanadian finms to establish joint veutures with local producers or exporters, orienteci to theinternational markets, aud to provide farxuiug xuachiuery.

Li. Telecommuuications
Privatizations iu the second haif of the 1980s completely reversed state ownership iu thisector. At present, ail teleconununicaton companies are in private hancis. Ambitionslevelopment plans, led by CTC (Compania de Telefonos de Chile), will imply a boost iuquipment speuding of several billions of dollars over the uext few years.

acces

CIIME-CANADA/NAFTA à
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conempate ony flat rate, hl i ChUpe the price woiuJ4 be t'reely negotiated between user

andsuplie; c NATA equreseachcunr to accept tests from taboratories in the territory

of noter emer ounryand may fàtechi ojcins from the regitlatory agency i

The.tWlconuuiain sector inile iis very dynamic and competitive and la likely to
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NA.FTA accepts that existing national regulatory schemnes caimot be disxnantled in the
short run without severe damage to the host country. Article 1410 states that each country has
the right to: protect investors, depositors and other market participants; maintain the safety and
soundness of its financial institutions; and ensure the solvency and stability of its financial
system.

Chile's legislation falis halfway between that of Canada and the U.S.A.. It has almost
no barriers to foreigu ownership (similar to the U.S.A.), but it has strict entry requirements and
proportionately fewer banks (similar to Canada). On power setting, Chile is also dloser to
Canada, as powers are set by rule, and not determined on a case-by-case basis as it is in the
U.S.A., Unlike both countries, however, only Chile's central governinent has the power to
regulate, and regulations have nation-wide validity.

A negotiation of Chile's accession to NAFTA must consider that the country's market is
rather small and already very open. Chile's objective ini negotiations will probably focus'on
gaining additional access to the NAFTA-expanded financial markets and to fadilitate the flow of
financial services to and from Chile.

Opportunities for Canadian institutions

In spite of the openness of Chile's financial industry and of the presence of 23 foreign
banks, only two Canadian banks participate in the Chilean market, through their ownership of
minority stock positions in two domestic banks. Under the current law and regulations,
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Chie' eery ecoris er lbeal Eenif heexloatonan explo hitatoM ydo

compantes. Second, Chile's ircgime is far less restrictive tIhan Mexico's,
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14. Mlning

Chile is now the world's largest producer and exporter of copper, potassium nitrate and
sodium nitrate and the world largest producer of nbemium, lithium, lodine and molybdenum. The
mining sector's contribution to GDP was 6.6% i 1992 and its share of total exports was 47%,
with copper exports representing 82% of this total. Although i recent decades copper inining
bas been mainly i the bands of the state, the. recent development of several new private mines
bas led. to a significant decline in the public sector's share in copper production.

The openness of the. miing sector to trade and ivestuient in Chile and in the dire.
members of NAFTA rendors it very unlikely that it could pose any obstacle in Chile's potential
negotiations to join NAPTA.

PotentWa for Canada in Chile's mining sector
Canada's presence in Cbie's minig sector bas been growig rapidly i recent years,,

and some of that country's most important mining companies are operatig in Chile. Placer
Dome, Rio Algom, Falconbridge, Comico and Lac Minerals are significant examples of
Canadian involvement in the exploitation or construction of new projects in copper, gold and
silver. CMei largest projects iclude Quebrada Blanca, Cerro Colorado, Zaldîvar, La Coipa and

power shovels, drilllug equipment, loaders, crusbers and
recent association with Canada's INCO-CMS to produce

Japan, the United

b. in the order of
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management and organization of national parks; training and tecbnology in tree breeding,
nurseries and plantations; machinery and equipment for plant breeding, planting, thinning and

pruning; feiling and Iogging equipment; specialized log transportation trucks; Un instruments,
equipment, chambers and control systems; stationary sawmill chippers for softwoods, and pulp
miii chippers for softwoods and hardwoods; engineering consulting for new milis, and
adaptation of existing ones to operate on Eucalyptus; and studies on the impact of natural

deforestation.
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FORE WORD

The main objective Of this study is to assess how Chile's

trade, investment, legal and economic regimes comply with, or would

have to be modified in order to meet, the disciplines Of NAFTA. A

secondary objective has been to identify possible business

opportunities for Canada in some specif ic sectors, which may resuit

as a consequence of Chile's accession to NAFTA.

The study was commissioned in October 1993 by the Canadian
Embassy in Santiago. A First Draft, mainly intended for working

purposes, was issued in early January 1994. This final version has

benefited f rom very useful comments received f rom Canadian as well

as Chilean Government officials.

Part I of the study analyzes the legal and institutional
matters which are included in the successive chapters of the NAFTA

agreement. Part II addresses sectoral topics, including a review of
those sectors that have special chapters in the agreement (e.g.,

agriculture and energy>.

With all due respect to potential "conflicts of interest", we
have discussed some of the f indings of this work with some of our

--olleagues at Chile's Ministry of Finance. We are deeply thankful

for their valuable insights. Any misinterpretations of those

insights or any mistakes contained in the study, are our own

The authors
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1. BACKGROUND





1. BCGON

At present, and for more than a decade, Chule has had an
extremely open economy with low, uniform tariff s, practically no

non-tarif f barriers, non-discriminatory treatment to foreign

investors, stable miles, and very few sectoral restrictions to the

participation of the priv'ate sector. In such a context,. the

negotiation of an accesa to NAFTA and/or to other bilateral f ree-
trade agreements bas to been seen as the logical next-eteps.

In 1993, the chilean economy enjoyed its tenth consecutive

year of growth. output expanided at 6 percent, following on over 10

percent growth in 1992. Siznce 1985, Chile has lived one of the most

dyaic periods of its economic history, with average GDP growth in
excess of 6% per annumn. By the end of 1993, unempkoyment had

declied beiow 4.5&% <of the. labor force, the lowest rate in almost

three deades, and one of the Ios .in the world.

Infltion in turn, has experienced a sustainied decli4ne since
199. Aterrebuning in 1989 due to a sgificanit expansion in
aggrgat demndand again in 1990 due to the oil pr.ice shoçk, in

1991it entdow to18ï.7 percent, adthen to less than 1,3% in.
192 n 1993. Iu f aot, reducing inflation to sinigle-digit rates



trade partners have also befl sinfcantly 
diversified (no singl.e

counltry accoutits for more tlian 18% of Chilean exports or imnports)>;

the extexrnal debt criB2.s is Qver; and the fiscal bugt is in

surpl~us. In sumT, Chile is now probably ini better shape tIhaz ever

bef ore to weatber an ecternal stoxîn. The performance of 1991, when

Chile's GDP grew by 6% wh1ile U.S. GDP declied. by 1.2%, atet to

this reduced vulnerability.

Since the mid-J.980s, econoimic growth has been led by the

export sector. Copper lias been the most important Chienepr



if inadequately attended, these could become an itpediment to
sustained high rates of growth. Strong capital inflows have put
downward pressure on the real exchange rate, a crucial element in
Chile's successful export drive. The threat of protectionism in
some of Chile's major export markets -- especially in Europe- -is

also a cause for coxicern.
In the social area, major reforms are needed in health and

education to improve the quality of these services. And in spite cf
over oe decade of uninterrupted growth, about onie third of the
country's population still live in poverty. The Chilean society
bears a responsibility to iualc the fruits of progress reach these
sectors. *it is widely recognized, however, that .only in, an
environment of sustained economic growth Chile will be able to
solve the problem of poverty.

Despite these challenges, the overaîl outlook is very good.
Polit ical and ecoriomic reasons indicate that the strong recent
performance cf the Chilean economy cari be extrapolated into the
foreseeable future. Chile is reaping now the fruits of a process of
economic reforms that started in the Mid 1970s, and has been
consolidated and legitîmized in democracy. Moreover, the political
consensus about the need ta mairitain and strengthei the model of a
free market economy is a crucial guarantee against policy reversaîs
in the future. It is precisely those sharp policy swings that
hampered Chilefs economic development in the past, and that have
acrie so much harm in Latin America.

Qver the last four years, Chile has had a very successful
Bxperience of political transition. Both democracy and free markets
are consolidating fast, with ail the major segments of society



vote. At the same time, the election resulted in a continuity of

the basic balance of power ini Congress between the government and

the opposition. President-elect Frei's basic campaign theme was

continuity of the ecoflomic policies of the Aylwin 
administration.

A smaJ-1 but dynaiuic economy lilce Chile views NAFTA 
as a major

step towards enhanced international free-trade, 
and as a signal to

the rest of Latin Ainerica about the validity of the free-market

economic xuodel. It is also seen by some government off icials, as

well as by private seetor representatives as a powerfEu1 
incentive

for introduciflg additioflal national and intraregional discipline in

dealing with topics such as protection of the environment,

antidumping legislatiofl1 government procureinent, and others.
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2. TRADE RULES AND PROCEDURES





2.- TRADE RTULES ANU PROCEDURES

2.1 National treatment and zmarket adcCo for goodu
Chilean commercial procedures are simple and straightforward.

As a general rule, ail imports are affected by a uniform'tarif f of
11% over their 01F value. Quantitative restrictions do flot exist,
and there are no export taxes. In addition, Chile clearly complies
with Article 301 of NAFTA, which extends the national treatment
obligation of GATT to goods of other mernber countries.

The only special treatments for imports are those reserved for
the automotive sector <described in an appendix to this chapter),
and for a limited number of agricultural products. As discussed in
chapter 13 of this report, sugar, wheat and oilseels have a echeme
of price bands designed to smooth the price received by domestic
producers. These bands result in the application of import' duties
when the international price f alls below a predetermined minimum
price.

Drawbacks

The Chul

at correcting

a drawback c

intermediate

for smaller e:

trade system contains a number of policies aimed
:1-export biases. These include the refund of VAT,
-ustoms duties effectively applied t~o imported
3Is <ef fective drawback) , and a simpli.fied drawback
,-ts, based on a theoretical use of imported inputs
)ack).

L.e for these policies is as follows. The VAT is
L consumer in the domestic markcet. With exports,
ier is foreign, and thus the exporter would be
,ting taxes if he did not receive the tax refund.
Land, without the drawback of custom duties
.ed to imported intermediate goods, the exporter

Ci. .Low5 à given portion

±nis mecnanism is aimed at providing some kind of
il exporters who would otherwise probably fail to



ask for a rebate under thie general scheme. As such, it can imply a

subsidy to small exporters. In 1992, only goods classified under

tarif f headings with less than US$18 million in exports ceuld

receive a rebate of between 3%k and 10%0 of the value exported (See

Table 2. 1) . There is, however, an exceptions list of produets that

are not allowed to receive this duty drawback.

Table 2.1
Simplified'Drawback for Small Exporta <1992)

Eoeorts with drawback Drawback Export ceilincr
rj~iclt rt in 1991

Value exported in a tariff 10% US$ 9.830.000
heading equal to or less than 50% US$ 14.745.000
US$5,000,000 in 1990 30% US$ 17.694.000

Given Chile's current trade policy, the elimination of'

drawbacks contemplated in NAFTA's Article 303 will certainly be

part of the negotiations. The most probable outcome will be an

agreement on a long phase-out period. In this respect, Mexico's

eight-year period has established a precedent.

Tarif f reduation sohedules

The possible incorporation of Chile to NAFTA will imply a

reciprocal reduction of import tarif fs between Ohile and current

NAFTA members. of course, this reduction (and eventual elixnination)

would not occur in one step. The precedents established in the

Chile-Mexico FTA and in NAFTA provide an important operational

precedent.

Pha.ue-outs ini Chile-ifexico FTA

In 1991 Chile and Mexico subscribed a f ree trade agreement

CFTA>, a very simple treaty that applies mostly to trade in goods.

It contains two basic phas e-out regimes. The general scheme

consista of a one-time reduction in import tarif fs to 10% in

January 1992. As the Chilean tariff rate is 11%, and M4exico has a



dif ferentiated tarif f structure, this reduction obviously generates

a stronger effect on Chilean exports. From 1992 on, a graduai

reduction leads ta, zero tarif f in January 1996.

A second phase-out regime, whic.h applies only ta some goods,

is a slower version of the general phase-out. It stipulates the

same one-time reduction- to 100% in January 1992, but subsequent

tarif f reductions would only start at the beginning of 1994, in

such a way that the zero rate would be attained by January 1998

(See Table 2.2>.

Some exceptions apply ta these phase-out schemes. There is a

special treatment for the automotive sector, consisting of a one-

time elimination of tarif fs in January 1996. The list of exceptions

aiea include the agricultural products subject to price bands. No

mention is made, however, of the Chilean prohibition to import used

vehicles and about the simplified drawback scheme.

Table 2.2
Phase-outs in Chile-Mexico FTA

DateMaximum common tarif f
General Phase-out Delaved Phase-out

1-1-1992 10.0% 10.0%
1-1-1993 7.551 10.00%
1-1-1994 5.0% 8.00%
1-1-1995 2.5% 6.0%5
1-1-1996 0.0% 4.0%
1-1-1997 0.0% 2.0%-
1-1-1998 0.051 0.0%

Pliaaê-outu in NAPTA

NAFTA provides four phase-out categories: immediate

eliination, Live, ten, and f ifteen annual steps, ail of which

atart in January 1994. The base rates for calculating the phased

elimination incorporate the Generalized Preferential Tarif f for

Canaaùad the Generalized System of Preferences for the United

States. For Mxico, the base rates are the effective tarif f . These

are differentiated by product, with a maximum of 20%.

Accordixlg to NAFTA, ail quantitative import restrictions ar



to be eliminated, and so are any export restr~ictions, -such as

export taxes. NAFTA recognizes, however, that in special

circumstances, such as natural resource depletion or short supply,

export controls might be enforced provided they do no~t disrupt

normal trade patterns. For example, Canada will be able lzo restrict

exports of logs and f ish. Also, Mexico can limit the imports of

used cars for 25 years.

Conclusions
Chile's trade regime, whicbh currently extends the MFN and

national treatuient principles to ail imports, already fulfilis most

NAFTA obligations regard.ing trade rules. The f ew minor exceptions,

agricultural products - -sugar, wheat and oilseeds- - and the

automotive sector will need special negotiations, as was the case

in NAFTA. These exceptions, hovever, seem to be rather uni.mportant,

particularly when compared to those in NAFTA.

Other issues that wiill require negotiations are the

elimination of duty drawbacks and the timing f or elimination of

import tariffs. In both cases, special phase-out programs will be

certainly required.

2.2 Riales of Orig±n

The Chilean import regime is based on the most favored nation

principle <MFN>. At the same time, as a developing country, Chule

is a benefîciary of the Generalîzed System of Prefereuces (GSP .,

Both facts explain why Chule has not required to establish its own

rules of origin to determine the relevant tariff to apply to its

imports.

The only exception to the MFN prXznciple i<s the tar1.ff

preferences that Chile is~ allowed to negotiate with other co'Ltries

belonging to the Latin American Integration Associ.ation (ALADI)

According to the Montevideo Treaty that create4 this Asoiation~,

meuiber countries may negotiate bilateaa tariff preferences, which

may be limited to seific products or cover the whole tariff

universe. A clear example ocf the l.atter type of agreemets are the



FTAs recently negotiated by Chile with Mexico, Venezuela and

Coloxubia.

In ail the above agreements, as well as in other partial

agreements within ALADI, Chile has used the "General Origin

Regime", as described in ALADI's Resolution 78 of 1987. Because

this is the country's only experience with the subject,ý the next

sub-section will explain briefly the main features of ALADI's rules

of origin. Then, those rules will be contrasted with those

contained in NAFTA. Finally, a number of potential problems that

Chile might have in adapting to NAFTA's rules of origi n will be

identified.

ALAD'u rulê8 of origin

The Géneral Origin Regime for ALADI coneiders the following

types of goods to be originated in country metnbers that participate

in tarif f preference negotiations:

a) Goods completely elaborated in the territory, which use only

materials froin signatory members of the agreement.

b) Goods produced through processes that consist of simple

assemblies using imported materials, provided that the CIF value at

the port of destiny of the materials originated in third countries

does not exceed 50% of the FOB export value of such goods.

c) Goods elaborated using materials f rom third countries, provided

that they result f rom a transformation process, defined by the

existence of a change in the tarif f classification. lIn case this

requirement cannot be met, it would be enough if the CIF value at

the point of destiny of the materials originated Xi third countries

does nor exceed a 50% of the FOB export value of such goods.

d) Goods inciuded specifically in the Résol.ution Annex covering

minerai, vegetal, animal and sea products.

Up to now, the agreements signed by Chule under ALAt>I have

egtablished, with minor exceptions, th.e commitmeI1t to use these

rules. Such is the case of the automotive sector, where agreemuents

have established local content pex'centages blow 50%. At the same

time, the agreements signed have established the possibîlity of



relaxing the rules of origin in the future, with the intention 
of

promoting trade among member countries in the most efficient way.

As a general principle, Chile privileges rules of origin that

help to foster trade, and that are flot transformed into an

instrument of hidden protectioflism. Moreover, given the neutrality

Chile's trade and economie poJ.icy, the country has no interest in

using rules of origin as part of an industrial policy.

NATTA rules of origin

NAFTA establishes minimum processing requirements for goods to

qualify as originated in any of the member countries. These 
ru4es

are generally based on the change of tariff nomenclature of the.

harmonized system. At the same time, these changes may be

complemented or replaced, according to the particular case, with

regional content requiremefits of 60% or 50%, depending on th~e

accountîng methodology used (transactions method or' net. cost

method>.

To define these rules produet by product, memnber countries had

to review ail productive proceases involved in the production of

goode covered in the tarif f schedule and identify the input>s

utilized. Only in this way were NAFTA countries able to define the

rules contained in chapter 4. In the cases of automobiles and

textiles, the rules clearly show the effect of sectoral l.obbies

whose great influence was f inally captured in NAFTA.

A brie f ana lysis of NAFTA rules of origin shows important

differences with the AAI regime. First, ALADI considers a good

originating f rom a meuiber country if imported materials used to

produce such good are classified in a customs position under the~

ALAUI tarif f nomenclature f NALADI) which is different to that of

the good. Thus, ALADI has not 4efined specific rules product by

prodùct; rather, it has limited itseif to establish a general

requisite, without studying the specificities of the respective

production proces ses for each exportable good.

Second, ALADI uses FB export prices of final god an~d CIF

imports~ prices of the impre materia2zs to caloulate th hare of



inputs over f inal products. NAFTA, on the other hand,. introduces

the concept of net cost method, which requires knowing each

production cost of every single input in order to calculate the

regional content. This requirement is particularly important for

the automotive sector, where only the net cost approach may be

used.

Finally, many concepts used in NAFTA - -such as accumulation,

de minimis, and fungible materials- - are not considered in the

ALADI regime. These considerationa serve to highlight the

tremendous effort involved in defining the different concepts that

are involved in the calculation of NAFTA rifles of origin.ý

Chile anid NAFTA rules of origin

This subject need not be as traumatic in Chile's potential

accession to with NAFTA as it waa during the negotiation of NAFTA.

The problem in rules of origin has more ta do with the lack of

understanding of the aystem in Chile.

To determifle the extent to which the current NAFTA iruJes may

impose limita on Chi2lean exporta, it js necessary to work out a

very detailed, produ.ct-by-product exercise. Natural-resource based

producta >in the present export bundle would most probably qualify

as originary f roim Chile. These are th~e bulk of Chilean export>.

Special attention must be given to the automçtive and textile

industries, which~ çaused so much tensions during NAFTA negotationa.

C1hile bas only two vehicle assembly plants of vehicles, Peugeot-

Renaul.t and (Genera2l Motors. Both have their main orientation to the

domestic mark.et, altIhoug1i they export a limited~ numrber of vehicles

to neighboring countries. Domestic content is around 15% in th~e

case of Peugeot and 35% in the case of GM. These low percentages

and the low levejls of production, m~ak~e the whole issue of.sectoral

rueso ori>gin more a tleoretical problem than a rea one in the

caeof hi

In tetiles, Chile has begun to export inainly apparel to the

U.S. markcet. To 4etermine whether these exçports might be affected

by NAFTA rules of orîgin, it would be necessary to perform a



special study on the subject that goes well beyond the scope of the

present report. Given the low levels of textile production in

Chule, this should flot be an important concern for any of the

current NAFTA meuibers.

Conclusions

Because Chile's exports of manufactured products are small,

the negotiation of rules of origin is unlikely ta revive the

conflict>s originated in NAFTA. In this subject, Chile's "problemsi"

would probably have more to do with lack of understanding of the

system than with fundamerital obstacles to fulf iii NAFTA rules.

The challenge will be to implement the new system of rules and

procedures un a reasonable time period, and with the necessary

information to interested parties within the country. As with many

other domestic issues, this will certainly require close

cooperation between the private and public sectors in Chule.

2.3 Custome Procedureu

This section deals with the procedures. adopted by NAFTA

countries to certify that a good qualifies as originating in a

iuember country. These procedures are extremely novel for Chile.

Hence, they need to be carefully studied in order to assure their

application in the country.

Customs procedures cover aspects related with the issuance of

certificates that miust be preeented at the port of entry of the

importîing country, the verification of their validity, and the

corresponding penalties for those exporters or producers that incur

in f aise certification.

Chilean expôrters use the ALADI customs procedures, which do

not reseinble the ones introduced in NAFTA. According to ALAPI

procedures, certificates of origin can be issued only by state

agencies and/or producers associations, duly eziabled~ by the

Government. These agencies, both public and private, are registered

at the ALADI Secretariat in M4ontevideo, and charge a fee for the

services provîded. The Chilean Government has deiegated its



responsibilitY on the followirig agencies.

Public peniLes Tvre ofproducts covered

SAG agriculture

SERNAF f ishing

CONAF forestry

COCHILCO minerai.

Privateà AcenCies

SOFOFA manufactures

As recentJ.y as 1'992, however, certificates of origin for

manufactured products were issued by the Central Bank. With the

1990 Organic Law that created an independent Central Bank, some of

its previous responsibilities - -including -the issuance of

certificates of origin-- were given back to the Government. 
During

1992, the Governluent delegated this function to the private sector,

end signed a contract with SOFOFA, Chilets largest private

Tanufacturing association.

According to this contract, SOFOFA must issue the

certif icates, verifying that the information presented by the

exporters satisfy the rules of origin under ALADI. The contract is

subject to periodic revisions, and the Government may unilaterally

terminate it if procedures used in the issuance of certif icates

prove to defective.

ALADI's procedures do not contemplate special penalties 
for

exporters that provide false information to the agencies issuing

the certificates. The exporter is required, however, ta declare

under oath that the information she provides is, to the best of her

knowledge, correct.

According to the Chilean systen, the only possible sanctions

for the provisions of false certificates are the 
suspension of th1e

tarif f preference in the importing counitry and/or thie imposition of

penalties fopr injury, according to domastic law.



>Z&PTA Procediires

NAFTA procedtires require the exporters themselves to issue

their certificates of origin, based'upon information provided by

the producers. Hence, no special agencies are needed, as in Chile

present.y. NAFTA members commit themselves to sanction false,

certification by producers or exporters with the same penalties

thtwould apply to, an importer contravening the cowitry's customs

laws and regulations. Sanctions may consist of criminal, civil, or

administrative penalties.

Regarding verification, NAFTA allows parties to conduct them

in the territory of the trading partner, but limits are placed on

visits for such a purpose. Verifications can checkc records of the

past 5 years, that must be maiztained by exporters and producers as

an additiona. obligation.

Finally, member countries agreed to provide 11advance rulinigsl'

before importing a good into their territory. These ruli.ngs are

intended to establish whether a given rule ,of origin is fulfilled

or not, based on the information provided by the importer in the

countr'y or by the producer in the trading partner.

Concluuions

Chile's customs procedures differ significantly from those

described in Chapter 5 of NAFTA. The Chilean system follows the

ALADI tradition of having certif<ied private or public agencies

issue certif icates of origin. In~ contrast, NAFTA procedures rely on

certificateu issued by the ecport>ers themselves.

Notwithstanding the above, Chule should not have sgnifi.cant

problems in adoptiug the NAFTA customs procedures. In fact, the

recent transfer of these responsibilities f rom the Central Bank] tp

the Manufacturers Association (SOFOFA), signais th'e fact that the

Chilean, gvernment is willing to rely more on the private sector in

this matter. Transferring the responsibility for crtificates to

the intereste4 parties seems to be the naturai next step. ?Ioreover,

in the Çortext of Chile's long tradition of respect for the law,

the imposition of speciai sanctions for the provision of false



information would be sufficient deterrent 
for wrongdoing.

The issue of lack of habit in working with a new system may

certaiflly be overcome by allowing reasonable 
periods of time for

the new system to be explained and 
impJ.emented.



ANNEX 2-1: CHILE1AN TREATMENT 0F THE AUTONOTIVE SECTOR

Imports ai new vehicles are subject ta an 11% fiat import duty

while the import of used vehicles is prohibited under Chilean

legisiatian, except for use in the First Regian (f ar narth) and for

re-export ta ather countries.

Fiscal credit

The Chilean legisiatian, however, establishes a special

treatment for the domestic car asseînblies, 1 as specified in a

cantract denominated 1 Estatuta Automatriz. According ta this,

assemblies benefit f rom a fiscal credit in the f arm, of a cash

refund, which is proportiqnal ta the value ai national content.

This credit applies only ta vehicles produced and commercialized in

the cauntry.

The 'Estatuto' was recently modified, sa that the fiscal

credit is ta be completely eliminated by 1999. Under the original

rule, the credit rate ai 40% had ta be reduced 109k per year

staz-ting in 1992. Nonetheless, the initial 40% was extended until

1996, subject ta the condition that f irms export at least three

times the difference between the 40%- credit and what they shauld

have otherwise received (i.e., 30%k in~ 1993, 20 % in 1994, 10% in

1995 and 0% in 1996) . If the exçpart requirement is nat met, the

rate af fiscal credit is reduced by 10% per year ta disappear

completely in 1996.

Estimations by the Ministry af Economice show that the total

fiscal cost for the period 1992-1998 will be US$47 million, af

whicb US$32 million correspond ta the credit for national

production af v'ehicles. The minimum export requirements ta apply

for this credit are estimateâ as US$227 million for the periad

1 In 1992, domestie assemblies praduced anly 19,000 vehicles,
out of total sales of about 110, 000. The two main producers are
Automotriz Franco-Chilena S .A. (Peugeot -Renault) and Garneral Motors
Chile S.A.



1992-1996, or aroufld US$45 million 
per annum.

Special tax tratWlnt

As we have mentio32ed, the Chilean filat import duty of 11%

applies also to vehicles. There 
are, however, two additional taxes

to ail kinds of vehicles, both 
iiuported and produced internally.

one is the engifle size tax, the other 
the luxury tax.

Engins sJ.zs tax: This tax applies 
to imported vehicles with engine

size larger than 1,500 cc, as well as the imports of parts required

for assemTbly in the counltry. The general formula for calculating

this tax is the followiflg

Tax = (cc x 0.03 - 45) x 01F value

Beginlitg in 1990, this tax entered into a graduai 
phase-out of a

linear 10% per year.

Nonetheless, the amount of the tax cannot exceed 
US$6, 000 in~

1986 us dollars, adjusted annually according to the 
US wholesale

price index. Thus, for 1993 this value was US$7,172. 
But because

this tax declifles accordiflg to the above schedule, 
the effective

maximumf for 1993 was US$7,172 x 0.6 =US$4,303.

There is a. special rebate of 75% 
of the tax in the following

cases: (a> imports of pick-up trucks with 
a load capacity between

500 and 2000 kgs. (b> Jeeps and utilitarian vehicles. (c) Vehicles

for passefg transport, with a capaci.ty ketween 
10 and 15 seats.

(d) Parts and pieces used in the 
assemTbly of vehicles described 

in

(a), (b)4, or (c).

A full tax rebate (100%) applies ini the followirig cases:

(a) imports of pick-up trucks with a load capacity over 2000 kgs.

<b) Vehicles for passeriger transport, with a capacity of more than

15 seats. (c) The parts or pieces used in the assembly of vehicles

described in (a> or (b) . (d) Vehicles such as amnbulances, tractors,

armored vehicles, and in general 
special duty vehicles.

Luzury talc: This tax applies to vehicles 
over a certain C1F value,

and is calculated as:



Tax = 85% x CIF VALUE over US$8,000 ini 1986 US dollars,

adjusted with the US wholesale price index.

The tax does flot apply in the f ollowing cases: (a> Vehicles

for passeriger transport, with a capacîty of more than 15 seats.

(b> Imports of pick-up trucks with a load capacity of over 2,000

kgs. <c> Parts or pieces used in the asseinbly of vehicles described

in (a) or (b). (d) Special duty vehicles.

This specia. tax regime does flot discriminate between imports

and internally produced vehicles; as such, it is a matter of

domestic policy and should not be an issue in NAFTA negotiations.

There is a growing consensus among Chilean authorities, however,

that the automotive sector should not have any special treatment.

This is reflected in the graduai phasirig out of fiscal credit for

national content and in the engine size tax.

Currently there is legisiation presented in Congress that

would aiso allow for a reduction of the luxury tax. It must be

noted, however, that this tax applies to a variety of gooda,

including jewe1ry, yachts and other I"luxury"l items. Thus, there are

further aspects to be considered in the treatment of this specific

tax.

Chile is already see]dng ta eliminate preferential treatment

ini the automotive sectar by 1999. Mexicols terms of accession to

NAP'TA established a tarif f phase-out period of 10 years for all

vehicles except light trucks (5 years), and 5 years for most auto

parts. In addition, restrictions on the imports of used cars wil

be phased out over 25 yeara. Ilaving these terma as a refeience, it

is wililoely that the automotive sector would provide a significant

obstacle to Chile -NAFTA negotiations.



ANNEX 2 - CHILEAN TREATMENT 0F TEE TEXTILE SECTOR

Textiles are subject to, the general 11% import tarif f, and

thus enjoy no special protection. In particular, it must be

stressed that Chule is flot a signatory of the Multif ibre Agreemlent.

Nonetheless, as with ail other imports, the Chilean commercial

systemt allows the application of trade remedies. This i.s accepted

in the GATT for the case of 
subsidies and dumping by the 

trading

partners, or eveti wheti the national industry 
suffers substantial

damage f rom a surge in imports 
<safeguards article XIX).

In Chule, these measures have, been applied with caution.

Beteei 1982 and 1991, only around 1% of the total import items

benefited f roui coiupefsatory measures, and only a handful received

this treatmeflt for a long period of time. For example, only 12

products enjoyed comipefsatory measures for more than two years

betweefl 1982 and 1991, anid 14 products received this protection for

1 to 2 years duriflg the same 
period (See Table 1>.

in spite of this limited application, textiles have benefited

the most f roui these mteasures. Out of the 12 products enjoying

compellsatorY measUres for more than two years between 1982 and

1991, 8 are textiles. They correspond mfairÂly to processed products,

such as clotheS and f abric.

From 1591 onwards, the degree of protection through trade

remedi-es for the textile sector has been reduced substantiallY.

This has been cou.pled with 
a f ail in foreign prices, 

as well as a

surge in imports f rom, the 
Far East. Chule alsc, allows 

the imports

of used clothes, which come mainly f rom. Europe at extremely îow,

prices. Ail these elemtefits 
have caused a very difficuit 

sit uation

for the textile industry. Accordiflgly, 
textile producers and labor

unionis have demaflded the imposition of measures to protect the

national industry, such as the application of 
higher tarif fs, and

the prohibition to import 
used clothes. The authorities, 

however,

have generally not bowed to 
these demands. Only some 

compensatory

measures have been undertakei, such as those affectirÂg imports f roui

China in late 1993.



The FTA between Chule and Mexico does flot consider a special

treatinent for the textile sector. Nonetheless, some textile

products were included in the list of Chilean delayed phase-out

products.

NAFTA, on the other hand, establishes that tarif f elimination

with Mexico will be phased out in ten years for apparel and eight

years for fabric. It also establishes some special rules of origin

for the treatment of textile products. In general, textile products

may benefit f rom tarif f reductions in N.AFTA partners if they are

produced f rom yarn made in a NAFTA country, and only sometimes

f ibre. This corresponds to the so-called "triple transformation"

for apparel and "double transformation" for fabric. NAFTA also

provides for the application of imnport restrictions in the case of

a surge in textile imports.

The Chilean textile industry is highly dependent on imported

fibre f rom non-NAPTA members. Thus, it might be dîfficuit for

Chilean textiles ta benefit from NAFTA if the principles of "triple

transformation" for apparel or "double transformation" for fa.bric

are applied. In essence, Chilean textile producers would have ta

choo&e between importing fibre f rom NAFTA countries in order ta

have access ta NAFTA, or importing f rom regular suppliera and being

excluded f rom NAFTA. This sensitive point will probably arise
during negotiations.



Table 2. 3

Products e3joying colpensatory mesures for more than two years
(1982-91)

EpodUCt No of vears

Cotele f abric 6
Tires 5
WoOl fabric 5
Mik produ.cts 4
Matches 4
Apparel 4
Cotton f abric 3
Carpets s
Sheet s 3
Trape strY 3
Cotton bags2
Towed vehicles 2 2

Table 2.4
Produots enjoyingColleflsatory masures for one to two years,

1982 -91

Product No of ronths

Coverlet 25
Fish cans 23
Shoes 23
AluninUrn sheets 23
Cernent 23
Velvet 20
polipropiien sacs 17
Liquifier 17
Hot -pres sers 17
Gi as sware 17
Refrigerator 15
Steel cabies 15
Tile 12
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3. EMERGENCY ACTION





3. EMERGENCyAC-TION

3.1 NAFTA 1:mergeaCY Action-Provisîoils

NAFTA provides several types 
of safeguards, jncluding

special Provisionls that apply 
Oflly among NAFTA countries, 

special

treatmTent betWeen NAFTA couritries when applyiflg saf eguards under

the GATT, and specific safegu.ard provisions in the areas of

textiles, apparel, and 
agriculture.

Special provisionls amoflg NAFTA countries allow a Party to take

action againet imports 
f rom another Party when 

as a result of the

reductioti or elimnfation 
of a duty provided for in 

NAFTA, the good

is iTported ,in such increased quantities, in absolute terms, and

under such conditions so 
that the imports of such 

goods f rom that

Party alone constitute a substantial cause of serious injury ... to

a domestic industry producilg a like or directly competitive good".

In princiPle, these special 
provisions apply only during 

the

transition period. After 
this period, however, they 

can be applied

in cases of serious injury 
to a domTeBtic industry, 

but only with

4 the consent of the other 
Party and subject to compensation 

by the

importiflg Party.

Rexuedies under the above conditions can take the f orm of

suspending further reduct ions of any import duty provided for under

the NAFTA. Alternatively, the importing country may increase .the

rate of duty on the good, to a level that is not to exceed the

lesser of: (i) the MFN duty rate in effect at the time the action

ie taken, or (ii) the MFN duty rate in ef fect on the day

immediately preceding the 
date that the NAFTA entered 

into force.

NIAFTA also specifies that 
each Party retajlls its rights and

obligations under Article 
XIX of the GATT. Emergeflcy 

actions by a

NAFTA mem~ber under Article XIX will ordinarily not apply to imports

f rom the other Parties except 
in the following circumstaflces: 

(a)

imports f rom a Party account for a substafitial share of total

imnports, and (b) importe f rom a Party contribute iiuportafltly to the

serious injury, or threat thereof, 
caused by imports.

Fînally, NAFTA also includes provisions that allow for special



safeguards in textiles, apparel and agricultural trade. Emergency

action provisions in textiles and apparel will remain in ef fect

only during the transition period. Actions may be taken only once

during this period and may be maintained for a period not exceeding

3 years. Unless there is consent of the Party against which the

action is taken, actions cannot have effect beyond the expiration

of the transition period. A Party taking an action under these

special provisions must provide "Imutually agreed trade liberalîzing

compensation" that shahl be limited to textile and apparel goods,

unlese the Parties otherwise agree.

In the case of agricultural products, on the other har±d,

special provisions remain in effect for ten years and can be

applied to sensitive imports enumerated in a list negotiated by

Party meTnbers.

3.2 Ch±l.an Safeguard Provisionsa

Chilean trade law does not allow the Goverriment to depart even

temporarily f rom its unif>orin tarif f regime whenever unanticipated

increases ini imports threat to injure a local industry. The Chilean

trade regime is s0 liberal that. there is no comfpetent investigating

authority to evaluate ail relevant factors and make determinat ions

on safeguard ineasures; these measures are siumply not part of the

Chilean law.

As with rules of origin, perhaps the only close expex'ieice

with the subject cari be found in Chileari agreements under ALADI. In

these agreements, countries follow the so called "Regiona.l

Safeguard Regimell, approved by country members in Resoluti.on 70 of

April 1987.

Article 1 of Resolution 70) states that 11member countries may

apply safeguard clauses, transitorily andi in a non-discrliinatory

mariner, with the intention to suspend totally or partiallJy the

fulfiliment of the commitments assumeti in any of the mechaniesis of

the Montevideo Treaty of 1980 (the one that creates AILADI) when:

(i) necessary to restrict imports to correct balance of payments

diseguilibriums, or (ii) the import of one or more products

24



originated f rom the region causes, or threats to cause, serious
injury to domestic producers of similar goods.

Safeguard clauses applied under the above article may have a
duration of only 1 year and, under certain specified conditions,
may be extended for a similar consecutive one year period.

ALADI agreements are based on the preferential treatment that
country members give to other Parties of the Treaty. This
preferences may be negotiated on a product by product basis or
following a more universal approach. In either case, safeguard
action under ALADI should be understood as the temporary suspension
of the preferential tariffs applied under the agreements.

Procedures established in Resolution 70 are so general that
they are open to different interpretations by country members. The
detailed procedures contained in NAFTA should be considered in
Chile as a step in the right direction. The country would have to
develop national procedures in order to satisfy the standards
imposed to NAFTA members. This should require the appointment of a
competent investigating authority, transparency of the proceedings
through public disclosure of petitions, publication of notices by
administering authorities, the holding of public hearings, etc.

In conclusion, no major obstacles may be perceived from the
Chilean side to create domestic legislation and procedures that
cover the issue of emergency action in the context of trade
agreements. The only point that might arise is the existence of
special safeguard mechanisms for different sectors of the economy
(agriculture and textiles, for example) . The Chilean Government may
not want to introduce exceptions to its trade policy, characterized
by uniform rules applicable to all sectors of the economy. In any
case, this should be a point to discuss during negotiations.
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4. STANDARD-RELATED MEASURES





4. STAMDAR - RZLATED MASURES

Each meuiber country is allowed in NAFTA to adopt, maintain, or

apply standard-related measures relating to safety, the protection

of human, animal or plant if e, the protection of the environment

or consumers, as well as border measures to ensure the enforcement

of its standards. Nevertheless, the Agreement imposes certain

disciplines on the establishment of such standards and on their

enforcement. While each Party has the right to establish the levels

of protection that it considers appropriate when pursuing its

legitimate objectives of safety and protection, measures must be

non-discriminatory and cannot create an unnecessary obstacle to

trade between NAFTA members.

Standard related m~easures must be based on international

standards, except 11where such standards would be an inef fective or

inappropriate means to fulfill legitimate objectives". Another

important f eature of NAFTA is that it provides for compatibility

and equivalence in the setting of standards and conformity

assesement procedures, to the greatest extent possible. To comply

with this objective, NAFTA establishes several procedural

requirements that member countries must follow.

The Standard Syatem ini Chile

Chule has a system of official standards that covers all

sectors of the economy. Standiards are voluntary unless the

authority declares them binding. From the approximately 1,800

existing official standards, about 30'% are binding..

In general, the enforcement of binding standards becomes

effective at the marketing stage and not at either the importation

or production stages. In any event, enforcement of regulations is

non-discriminatory and regulations are the same f or imported and

locally maznufactured products.

The National Institute of Standards (NIS) is the organization

responsible for the development of national standards in Chile. The

NIS is a private non-profit corporation that relates itself with



the Government througli th.e National Development Corporation

(CORFO).g

When a new standard must be introduced in the country, the NIS

leads a participative process in which ail interested parties,

public and private, are consulted. Increasingly, new standards ini

Chile are based on accepted international standards.

Chule is a signatory of the GATT Code on Techuical Barriers to

Trade. As such, Chule is compelled to notify ail interested Parties

about its intention ta introduce new standards in its territory,

and aesign adequate opportunities for interested parties to express

their comments on them.

In practice, however, Chile has flot been able to create a

satisfactory institutional f ramework responsible for th~e Codels

implementation. The Ministry of the Econoîny is currently studying

the most effective institutional organization to implement the

obligations contained under the GATT Code.

In terms of procedural requirements, Chile cozisiders extremely

positive the commitment ta l"accredit, approve, license or otherwise

recognize conformity assessment bodies in the territory of another

Party on terms no less favorable than those accorded to sucli bodies

in its territory".

Given the institutional differences among NAFTA countries and

Chule, however, one might expect that the abqve procedural.

reguirement will not enter into effect immediately for Chile. As in

the Mexican case, Chule may need saine years to establish assessmient

bodies acceptable to other Parties, and hence benefit f rom a mutual

recognit ion system.

Conclusions

Chile already fulfills two of the basic principles that guided

NAP'TA's discussions on this subject. Its legisiation onsanad

is non-discriminatory, and ail standards are of naton~al

application (there are no~ standards set at either provincial or

municipal level) . Moreover, Chilean standards are iniorpasinigly

based on accepted international standards. And as <a siatory to



the GATT Agreement on Technical Barriers ta Trade, Chule has
already accepted most of the obligations contained in NAFTA.

Institutionally, however, Chile has flot yet been able ta
completely fuif iii its notification obligations. The country may
stili need some years to establish acceptable conformity assessment
bodies. As it was the case with Mexico, this may be one of the
points ta negotiate.
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5. GOVERH-N PROCUREI!r

Government procurement procedures - -the purchase of goods and
services by the central government, municipalities, and state-owned
enterprises for their own use- - reflect very clearly two basic
principles, one institutional and one economic, present today in
Chule: the organization as a unitary government (as opposed to
f ederal governlnent) and the application of non-discriminatory
policies between sectors and/or suppliers.

Chile does not have, strictly speaking, a code of government
procurement. Instead, purchases by the government are expected tomaximize efficiency in the use of public funds. As a consequence,
each agency is encouraged to buy at the best possible combination
of price and quality, regardless of the origin of goods and
services. These principles are equally valid for government
offices, municipalities, and state-owned enterprises.

Moreover, as it has been discussed elsewhere in this report,
the non-discrimination principle is embodied in the Chilean
Constitution <article 19) . Therefore, strict control of theapplication of this principle coines from the Government itself,
through the Comptroller's Office <Contraloria General de laRepUb1ica) , an insatiable l'hunter of irregularitij. In addition,
any violation of the non-discrimination prînciple or significant
îrregularity in procurement can, and probably will, be investigated
by the House of Representatives and prosecuted through the
judiciary system.

5.1 The, Cenltral Qovernmezxt Bupply Office
One institution within the Ministry of Finance operates as a

Central Government Supply Office (firecci6n de Aprovisionamiento
del Estado, IDAE). Nevertheless, other government offices are not
forced to buy Irom it, unless the price andi other conditions aremore competitive than those offerei hy alternative private
supplers DAE's operating proceduzes, ini turnx, requijre ail of itspurchases to be made through either private or public bidding



<depending on amounts).

In practice, DAE's only advantages are the better prices it
can obtain through bulk purchases, and the non-prof it nature of its
purchasing services. Considerinig the objectives of this report, it
js worth mentioning that DAE's bulk purchases f avor the
participation of large suppliers, and, therefore, of foreign
suppliers. The usual procedure for arny government office in need of
supplies (which may iziclude f rom small orders for stationery to a
new computer, or f rom a piece of furniture to an automobile> is to
guote prices f rom DAE. Subsequently, the ixlterested office requests
di.rect or private bids f rom private suppliers, according to

established procedures. It t1han decidas on the basis of price and

quality. It is worth underscoring that DAE is a se1f-finianced
agency and, as such, has to respect market prices and cannot
practice unf air competition.

There are detailed instructionis on thresholds for open

tendering, for selective texndering, for private bâ.ds or,

exceptionally, for direct purchases. It is worth clarifying here
that the basic principle is that of relating increased cpenness of

procedures to increasingly higlier thresholds. This is a minor
formai departure f rom the WAFTA use of tbresholds, which is more
related to the type of entity <state-owried corporations, f ederal
goverument entities, etc). While ini Chile threshoJ4s may sho>w

slight variations among different entities, tbhey tend to fo32kow th~e
general pattern established for DAE:

a) open tendering, for purchases over US$157.7QQ. (3.600 TUTM2>
b> selective tendering, for purchases between US$9.130 and

US$157. 700.

C> private purchase, for purhases under US$S9.130.

In ail three cases, there is trazisparenicy, nion discrim4ination,

2 VT4 is ,the Unidad Tributaria Mensual (montly ta un~xit), an
in~dexç of costn purchasing power that evolves monthly according
to the CPI. In December 1993, one UTM was eguivalent to Ch$18,619,
or slightly over US$43.



and plenty of availabie information about resuits and about the

process for bidding or for seJ-ection. The main difference in the

case of open tendering is procedurai. Here, the notice asking for

bids has to be pubiished in at least three newspapers, and the

submissiofl and opening of tenders has to be madle in public, in the

presence of the bidders or their representatives. In the case of

selective tenderilg, the opening of the bid can be macle in a

private act, in the presefice of at ieast two of the purchasing

agency officiais. Information about the content of the different

bids remains at the disposai of ail interested parties.-

Although the by-2laws of DAE estabiish that under equai price

and quaiity, locaily manufactured products wili be preferred (art.

3 D.F.L. 353/60), this criteria is seldotn appiied in practice, and

is a remnant of the initial wording of the law. In any case, this

criteria is inconsistent with Chapter 10 of NAFTA and certainiy one

point w1here the Ch.iiean legisiation wouid require some change. The

operating procedures aiso estabiish that bidders must be registered

in a 'Suppiiers Registry"l, a permanent list of quaiified and

reliable suppiiers; but access to this iist is compieteiy open and

periodicaliy updated as new suppliers appear on the scene.

In summary, the bidding proces& is transparent, the threshoids

for open tendering are very low, and there is no speciai treatment,

i practice, given to local bidders. Therefore, tb.ese procedures

can be easiiy related -- and, if needed, rewritten-- to reflect

NAFTA's Chapter 10 provisions.

5.2 Services

Procureuient for services is flot regulated through DAE, but

follows similar principies of non-discrimination and, whenever

possibl~e, of tranisparent bidding. Services by individuals can, in

some speciai cases (eg smaiJ. contracts, quality requirements

associated witb specif ic ixidividuals, etc) , be liired directiy. This

is a frequentiy used procedure by stron'g defendants of

iterniational competitive bidîng, lilçe the Word Bankv. Services by

f irms, on the otber ?hand, are always subject to open or selective



procurement depending on the size of the contracts.
With respect to personal services, the only existing

restriction on nationality applies for the hiring of individuals as
permanent government employees <contrato de planta) . Foreign
professionals are eligib.e, however, for temporary or fixed-term
contracts in government agencies. An exanmple to illustrate such
openness is the case of a Swedish lawyer currently working for the
Foreign Investment Committee, on successive one-year contracts, to
assist in international tax studies and to be part of the Chilean
team negotiating Foreign Investment Protection Treaties.

5.3 Public Wor3ku
Another important area of governent procurement is that of

construction contracts, which, in a majority of cases, are governed
by the procedures of the I4inistry of Public Works. This Ministry

lias been respon sible for an ov'erall investment program of about
US$700-800 million annually in recent years; its actj.vities are
expected to increase to about US$l-l.2 billion per year for the
period 1994-2000. Again, the procurement for costuctioni
contracts, consulting services or combinations of both, is doue
though open or selective tendezring. Both will be fully open to
locals and foreigners, with the sole limitation of registration in
the Ministry' s Contractors Registry (Registro de Contratists.

The Coutractors Registry, or list of qualified suppliers, is
readily accessible. Its main purpose is to expedite the proçewsiug
of needed information coucerning the track record of coutractors:
legal status, past excperience, financial solvency, prQtIeaaional
qualifications, etc. All a foreign f irm needs to qual.ify is a local
W'identityll, which eau take the f orm of a Jocally incorporated
agency or a representation office. The purpose of such a local
entity is to assure f inancial and judîcial rassibility in~ Chile
for foreign ftrms' contracts.

In recezit years, con*struction firms from 4ifferen foxreign
countries, <Argentizia, Basil, Italy, Spain, Franae, etc) have beazi
actively and euccessfully bi44iug, alongside Chle tfirmzs or



sometimes in joint ventures with them, for all kinds of
construction contracts (road building, airports, ports, tunnels,
irrigation projects, etc.). Benito Roggio, an Argentinean

construction company, for example, was one of the successful

bidders (as part of a consortium) for the construction of the new
international airport terminal for Santiago.

In addition to the above mentioned local open tendering

procedures, the government agency will use normal IBRD (World Bank)
procedures, and thus will call for international open bidding when
the amount of contracts goes over US$4 to 6 million (depending on
loan agreements and types of projects) for construction bids, or
over US$500,000 for consulting services. For bids under the above

thresholds, the international agencies have accepted the Ministry
of Public Works (MOP) procedures, which have been in place for
nearly thirty years, as they were established and published in the
official gazette back in 1965.

A recent development in the area of public works has been the
new system of "concessions", which opens the building and operation
of infrastructure projects to the private sector. The procedure for
concessions is also based on open bidding, and decided on the basis
of technical standards, proposed tariffs or tolls, terms of the
concession, and payments to and from the government as necessary to
finance the proposed project. Only one such project has been
awarded so far: a traffic tunnel 120 kilometers north of Santiago

(Túùnel El Melôn) . This system of concessions, established by law in

1991 and started in 1992, is open on an equal footing to local and
foreign firms.

5.4 The Public Health Sector

As an example of procurement in a different sector of the
government, the procedures of the Ministry of Public Health were

also reviewed. They are no different from those described for the

rest of the central government. In fact, the Ministry of Public
Health (MPH) has two major types of procurement: (a) investments,
which are partially financed under multilateral institutions (IBRD,



IDE) and bilatera. cooperation; and <b) operational expenditure for
the acquisition or renewal of eqtiipment and nondurable goods.

In the case of .ivestments, procurement procedures are similar
to those described for public works, with predominance of

international competitive bidding. Both local and international
bidding are equally open to domestic anid foreign Supiers. As for
operational ecpenditures, gooda and services would be acquired
through either selective tenderin9 (in the case of consulting) or
through open tendering (in the case of supplies) . The Mi.nistry has
also a Central Supply Agency whicb takes advantage of bul~k
purchasing but, as it was the case with DAE, hospitals and
autonomous services have no obligation ta buy f rom such agency. In
every situation, decisions are based on a comparison of the prices

of the Agency with tb.ose off private suppliers.

5.5 The .4uoational sectar
Another excample of sectoral procurement is provide4 by the

procedures employed ini the Ministry of Education. Their basic
principles do not dif fer f romt those in use by the rest of the
government. There is, however a special progrant, cofinanced by the
World Bank, (Programa de I4ejoramiento de la Cali4ad de la
Educacion-ME >, w~hich at present is responsibl.e for t.he Wargest
percentage of acquisitions by the Ministry. Procediares have been
established in arent with the World Bank. Trhe majority of
acquisitions under this progrant constat of teaching materials,
libraries, textboo1cs, comutrs and software, andsm bu4idig

repairs.*
Procedures of acquisition are the same as those ini DAE, but

the thresholds are si ightly different: direct purchase, under

US$20,000; seective tendering, between US$20, 000 and TJS$250,000;
and open tendering for orders over US$250,000. All tenderings are
performed through DEin order ta take advantage of DAE's
experi>ence. All biddi>nga are transparent, we1lifomd n
serutinized by the GoenetComptroller. World Bank~ rglations
authorize a preferec for local supplier with a difrnei



price of Up to 15%. This preference has seldom been applied and it

has become a regular occurrence that foreign suppliera win the

bids.

5.6 State-Owxied Companies

In order to illustrate the situation of state-owned

enterprises, two cases were analyzed in detail: the railroad

company (Empresa de Ferrocarriles del Estado - EFE) and the state-

owned copper company (Corporaci6n Nacional del Cobre - CODELCO).

In both cases the experience confirma the principle of

complete autonomy in procurement, subject to scrutiny by the

Governmeit Comptroller in the case of EFE, or to internai and

external audits in the case of CODELCO. None of the two, nor any

other state-owned enterprise, lias any restrictions or obligations

concerning prefererices to local suppliers. On the contrary, both

enterprises do substantial purchasing of foreign supplies and

services.

In the case of EFE, the purcliasing procedures tend to, be more

structured, with thresliolds for direct purchase (under US$25.000),

for selective tendering (Up to US$250.000> an~d for open tendering

<over US$250.000). Along the years, EFE lias compiled its own list

of qualified and reliable suppliers, but, while being in the list

May expedite bidding, registration is not a prerequisite tc, bid.

Average expenditures of EFE tlirougb, the above procedures

amount to about ussîs million per year ini current epending <supply

parts, fuel, office supplies, etc.) an~d a total expected US$80

mil.lion of new investments during thie nexct three years.

CODELCO'sa procedures are less rigid i terms of tliresholds and

more decentralized, with decisiozis delegated tç the company

divisions. Divisional managers are responsible for purchases up to

about US$3. 5 million, the Executive Vicepresident of .Operations f or

purchases up to US$15 million, and the Contract Committee (senior

managers> for purcbases over US$15 milli.on. As a reference point,

the total amount of purchases by CODELCO amounts to around US$95Q

million per year, încluding operational inputs (grinding balîs,



explosives, tires, chemical produats, fuel, etc.), contracts for

construction, and consulting.

A register of qualif ied suppliers has also been compiled along

the years but, again, this register is open to new .suppliers and

does flot discriminate between nationale and f oreigners.

While there is transparency in the procedures, there is no

operating manual for purchases that covers the activities of the

whole corporation. Procedures are essentially based on divisional

guidelines.

5.7 Dofenhe institutions

Purchases by the defense institutions, which are subject to

specific reservations in the NAFTA annexes to Chapter 10, deserve

special attenition. In Chule, the armed forces enjoy one of the few

exceptions to the normal tarif f system, as they are exemipted f rom

both import tariff s and the value added tax. The sector is,

therefore, an already existing free trade market. Considering that,

in addition, defense institutions also have to respect the non-

discrimination princîple, and given the magnitude of resources at

their disposai, this sector represents an area particularly

attractive for foreign suppliers.

As in maxiy other countries, the defense institutions play an

important role in the support of civilian activities (e.g.,

construct ion of roade in isolated regions, assistance in cases of

national emergencies like f looda or earthquakes) . They also benefit

f rom tarif f and VAT exceptions for equipment and inputs to be used

in those activities. Therefore, the sector also of fers ample

opportunities to Canadian suppliers of mobile steel bridges,

construction machinery, telecommunicat ions equipment, aircraf t, and

other.

ProbablIy the only restriction to full transparency in defense

purchases is one of normal occurrence in other countries as well.

The fact is that, for reasons of national security, procurement is

predominantly made by seleotive private tendering. Particularly in

the procurement of arma, war materials, war vehicles, and other



elements for defense purposes, it is important to secure quality,
technology, guaranties and spare parts. Consequently, short-lists
of suppliers predominate over more traditional tendering

procedures.

Nonetheless, the non-discriminatory principle also applies in
this sector. So much so, that the Government has accepted or
considered joint-venture agreements with foreign manufacturers of
arms or equipment within the military manuf acturingr f acilities

<-FAMAE, EýNAERAMA>.

An example of such ventures is the association between Western
Canadian Marine Group and ASMAR. The Canadian consortium
contributes the design, the engineering and the electronics for
coastal patrol vessels. which are constructed. in the ASMAR ship
yards and exported to third countries.

5.8 Conclusion

Government procurement procedures in Chule are quite
transparent and non-discriminatory. Although the law allows for
preferential treatment to local bidders, in practice there is n *o
such preference. Most provisions in Chapter 10 of NAFTA are
adequately fulf illed, including low thresholds for open biddingf and
plenty of available information.

The central government has unif orm nation-wide regulations for
procurement and strict supervision and scrutiny by the Government
Comptroller' s Of fice, which enf orces non-discriminatory procedures
as well as strict transparency.

State-owned enterprises, in turn, enjoy a large degree of
autonomy, with no guidelines and no special requirements on
preferential treatment to local suppliers,. Although strictly
supervised on transparency by internal and/or external audits. as
welJ. as by Congress, they do not always have uniform procedures.

SFabrica de Maestranzas del Ejército, FAMAE; Empresa Nacional
de Aeronàutica, ENAER; and Astilleros Marltimos de la Armada,
ASMAR.



While their procedures are clear and transparent, in Some cases
they do flot fuli ii the kind of formalities established in Chapter
10 of NAFTA.

As a consequence of the above,- it may be said that procurement
by the government and by state-owned enterprises off fers interesting
opportunities to Canadian suppliers which may decide to undertake
more aggressive selling campaigns in this market.

Some officiais in the Government believe that more strict
adherence to Chapter 10 provisions Could be beneficial to Chile in
introducing additional discipline ta the already transparent
procurement procedures. Others believe that very strict
formalities, like those in Chapter 10, could introduce unwanted
rigidities and unnecessary cost increases in the government's
operating costs.

Negotiations about government procurement should be rather
simple. Because in the case of Chule there will be no significant
list of exceptions or reservations, negotiations may probably
center around maintaining agile but non-discriminatory procedures,
about the level of thresholds and on the opening of special
governinent purchasing programs of current NAFTA members tca Chilean
suppliers.
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6. - IyJ

6.1 The Foreîgn Investment Statuts (DL 600)
For nearly 20 years, since 1974, Chule has had stable foreign

i nve stment regulat ions and policies. The basic principles, spelled
out in the Foreign Investment Statute (Decree Law 600), are those
of non-discrimination between locals and foreigners,,and of non-
discretionary processing of investment applications. Although the
original DL 600, issued in -1974, has been partially amended through
several laws along the years, it has retained its basic principles
signaling stability in rules.

As a result 'of these policies, and of its overal
macroeconomic performance, Chile has been quite successful in
attracting foreign direct investment. This trend has been
particularly strong since 1990, when the country returned to a
fully democratic system and to full diplomatic and economic
relations with western democracies.

Since 1988, Chile has received an accumulated tJS$6.8 billion
of materialized foreign investment under the DL 600 regime, an
average of almost US$l.i billion per year. If other f orms of
foreign investment are also included <e.g., sale of Chilean company
shares through ADRs), total foreign capital iuflow reached tJS$2.6
billion in 1993 alone. Relative to the size of its economy, Chile
has one of the highest rates of foreign investment in the world (6*1
of GDP ini 1993).

The <eesential principles of DL 600 can be summarized as
f ollows:

a. Guarantee of non-discriminatory treatment to foreign investors.
b. Guaranteed right of repatriation of capital and profits (capital
after one year, and profits with no delay).
c. No economic sectors or geographical regions reserved for
national investors.

d. No 1imuits to foreign ownership or to the duzation of foreign
participation.

e. Non-discretionary processing of foreign investment contracts.



f. No performance requirements of any type.
g. option of invariability of tax regime for up to 20, years..

The above principles are reflected, for added security, in
every foreigninvestment contact. The system is administered by «an
autonomous agency of cabinet level: the Foreign Investment
Committee (FIC>. The Committee is a Board consisting. of four
Mini sters (Finance, Econoxnic Af f airs, Foreign Af f airs and Planning>
and the President of the Central Bank. Ltnder them, an Executive
Vicepresident's Office, with a staff of 12 professionals and E
clerical employees is responsible for the day-to-day activities
related to promotion, approval and registration of foreign
investments.

The terni 1approvall" requires clarification because, in
practice, it has been basically a f ormality to ensure that th.e
investor and the recipient company are legal and ]cnown entities,
and that the investment is not in conflict with public morals or
with legal economic activities. Between 1990 and 1992, for example,
out of 986 applications reviewed, only two were rejected, because
of unclear origin of the investment funds.

The for.ign J.nvestziwnt contract
A foreign investment application is expected to include oxniy

summarized legal information about the investor and the investee,
about the expected amount of the investment, and the sector where
it will be materialized. The review and approval period can be as
short as 48 hours, and as long as a couple of months, depending on
the quality of information supplied by the investor. After approval
the State signs a contract with the fore ign investor whezre ail the.
rights of the investor are spelled out. Any f unds brought intq
Chile during the processing of the application are fully covered by
the contract.

It is important to mention that, while inveatore have another
option for investment which does~ not require either approval or



contract, 4 they have predominantly preferred the DL 600 contract
which provides them with additional guarantees. Each contract sets
the rules for the right to transfer profits and capital, the right
to national treatment, the unrestricted guaranteed access to
foreign currency in the officiai market, the possibility of tax
invariability, and a brief description of the purpose of the
investment. Because the contract requires the consent of both
signing parties in the event of a modification, ýit gives
unconditional security to the investor about of the continuity of
the rules affecting his investment..

In case of disputes, foreign investors have the right to a
legal review about interpretation or execut ion of the foreign
investment contract, and they can sue the authorities through a
normal judicial procedure. They are also allowed to invoke a
"Protection Appeal', a constitutioial recourse for the guarantee of
some of the fundamental rights having to do with the f reedom to
undertake any economic activity and to be treated in a non-
discriminatory way (Article 19 0f the Chilean Constitution).

Moreover, D.L. 600 reaffirms the non discrimination princi.ple,
and provides for a special recourse for foreign investors. Under
such recourse (art. 9 of D.L. 600) the investor has the right to
obtain a decis ion f rom the Foreign Investment Committee on whether
any administrative regulation or new legislation can be considered
dîscriminatory. If that is the case, the law establishes a time
limit to modify the regulation.

Izwegtm.nt protection troaties
Starting in 1990, the Chilean government decided to further

reaffirn the principles in DL 600 tlirough the negotiation and
signature of Investment Protection Treaties <IPT) . Their basic
contents are the sanie as in DL 600, but khey add an arbitration
clause. To clear the way for the signature of such treaties, the

SChapter XIV of the Foreign Exchange Law.



Goverriment started by signing the ICSID5 Convention, which was
subsequently ratified, in 1991, by the Chilean Con.gress. Chile was,
therefore, one of the f irat Latin American countries to talce
distance f rom the so-called "rCalvo doctrine" (which precludes
disputes to be resolved outside the judicjary system of the host
country) and to accept international arbitration for the settiement
of investment disputes.

Between 1991 and 1993, Chule negotiated and signed 14 IPTs
with the following countries: Germany, Spaini, Arge>ntina,
Switzerland, France, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, Italy, Norway,
Netherlands, Finland, Venezuela, and Malaysia. The policy is to
continue negotiating with other countries. Freliminary d~iscussions
for an IPT with Canada have also taken place recently.

These treaties incorporate most of the clauses in Chapter il
of NAFTA: national treatment, most-favored-nation treatmenit, right
to transfers, expropriation and compensati.on, settlement of
disputes, etc.

The only topîcs included in Chapter il, which are flot
incorporated in the IPTs are those dealing wit~h Performance
Requirements (article 1106> and with composition of Senior
Management anid Board Directors (article 1107). Both articles are,
neverthelesa, non applicable in the case of Chile, becawse no
requirements are imposed on foxeign investors and there 4s no
obligation to appoint either local management or Chilean directors
<except for a couple of minor exceptions ment iozied below) . Because
the above matters have already been deait with, and negotiated, in
the investment treaties, there should be no major prçblem in
meeting the obligations in Capter il of NAFTA.

With respect to the relationship between Chilean and foreign
partners in any j oint v'enture, there are no special reg',ga<iozns
othier than local legislation govezning corporations. As it is
normal practîce in international business, shareholders agreemets

5 International Center for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes f rom the World Banik.



are freely negotiated among partners.
An important topic during NAFTA negotiations was that of the

procedures f or expropriation and compensation. In the case of
Chule, this matters are clearly established in the Constitution
(article 19 paragraph 24, and in Decree Law 2186, of 1978), in
ternis that are in full compliance with article 1110. Expropriation
is only justified for a public purpose, which in Chilean legal
language is described as "public need" (utilidad publica) or
"national interestl" <interes nacional), both of which need to be
qualified as such by Congress. Expropriations must also be on a
non-discriminatory basis, in accordance with due process of law.
The paymnts of compensation shail be equivalent to, f air market
value and, unless a special agreement is reached as to the forni of
reimbursement, must be paid in cash and without delay.
Concerning transfer of payments, this matter is regulated by the
legislation on foreign investment, which guarantees the
transferibj.lity of capital resulting f rom the sale of al]. or part
of an investment and/or of compensations.

6.2 Dbt-Equity Conversi~ons <Chapter XIX)
Although stili 11alive", as a legal alterniative for investment

by foreigners, the debt-equity conversion mechanisn, ottherwise
lcnown as Chapter XIX, 6 is today completely out of use.

This scheme started operations in 1985, when Chile's foreign
debt papers were traded in secondary miarkets at almost 50% of face
value. The Central Banik provided the owners of such papers with the
equivalent in Chilean pesos of their face value minus a fee (in the.
order of 10 to 12 percent of face value) . The investor could, then,
use those pesos te buy a coinpany or invest in a project in Chile.

Nearly US$3.5 billion of debt. were recovered through this
mechanisnm between 1985 and 1990. Today, Chilean debt paper is
iftèrnationally traded at around 95% of face value. At this price,

6 Because it is Chapter XIX of the International Exchange Law(Ley de Cambios Internacionales) of the Central B<ank of Chile.



and considering the commissions involved in the purchase .of debt
papers and in their exchange at the Central Bankc, the sYstern bas
turned unattractive. As a consequence, no new transactions have
been registered during 1992 and 1993. While investments under
Chapter XIX had larger resident periods for capital and profits,
and special operating rules, it would be impractical to discuss
them because they are probably flot going to be part of any
negotiat ion.

6.3 Possible excptionsa to Chapter 1l of R&FTA
Borne of the few exceptions, which could become points of

discrepancy between Chile's foreign investment legisiation and
Chapter il of NAFTA, are the following:

a) The repatriation of capital, under the present rules in DL
600, may take place only after one year of the efitrance of such
capital into the country. This restriction, whose only purpose is
to discourage short-term speculative capital~ f rom coming into the
Chilean markets, bas been accepted by all the countries with which
Chile bas signed investment treaties. Formally, it bas been dealt
with in a special protocol stating that: 11notwithstandng the
provisions of article 5 (tabout transfers> the Republic of Chile
retains the right ta allow the repatriat ion of equity capital at
the latest after one year bas elapsed f rom the date it was brought
in by the investor'l.

b) Under the Chilean constitution, activities~ related to the
exploration or exploitation of hydrocarbons are to be undertaken
excluaively by the state. Local and f oreign investors can do s0
only by entering into joint-ventures or 11risk contracts1l with the
National Petroleum Enterprise (Eimpresa Nacional de Petr6leos -
ENAP). Uranium exploration and exploitation is subject ta similar
regulations. Notwithstanding the above, the restriction has become
a "non-issue"~ in view of the limîted oil and uranium reserves which
have been prospected in Chule.

c) Coastal trade (cabotage) is restricted to Chilean vessels,
but foreigu-owned vessels can bid for cargoes exceeding 900 tons.



d) Under the fishing law, any fishing vessel operating under
Chilean flag, has to be owned either by Chilean individuals or by
companies with majority Chilean capital. Nevertheless, on the basis
of reciprocity, this prohibition can be waived to nationals from
countries which provide the same privilege to Chilean nationals.

e) In radio and TV stations, there is no limitation to foreign
ownership in the operating company, but the president, executive
director and manager of the company have to be Chilean nationals.
Examples of foreign ownership in TV stations are those of Televisa,
from Mexico, which owns 49% of channel 9, and CANWEST of Canada,
which recently acquired 49% of channel 4.

f) In printed media, owners of newspapers and magazines have
to be Chilean, as well as the responsible directors. The only
exceptions are scientific and artistic publications, and
publications in foreign languages.

With respect to article 1114 <environmental measures), the
Chilean Government will certainly endorse paragraph (2) which
states that "the parties recognize that it is inappropriate to
encourage investment by relaxing domestic health, safety or
environmental measures". In f act, although compliance with specific
environmental and health standards is not spelled out as such in
the obligations included in the foreign investment contract, it
becomes an implicit requisite resulting from the obligation to
respect all existing and future Chilean legislation, including non-
discriminatory standards related to the conservation and protection
of human, animal and vegetable life or health.

6.4 Conclusion

The existing Chilean legislation on foreign investment
presents a significant coincidence with NAFTA's Chapter 11
provisions. Topics like national treatment (or non-
discrimination), most-favored-nation treatment, transfers,
expropriation and compensation, and settlement of disputes between
foreign investors and the government, are not only part of Chile's
Constitution and/or of its Foreign Investment Statute (D.L. 600)



but have also been negotiated and included in more than a dozen

bilateral investmexit treaties signed by Chile in recent yeare.

Aspects of Chapter il which are flot norinally included in such

treaties, i.e., the agreement to avoid performance requirements or

to avoid uniiecessary restrictions on senior management, have also

been part of the Ohilean f oreign investment practice and economic

policies for years.

It is not expected, therefore, that difficuit points could

appear in the negotiatiois of this Chapter. The f ew exceptions to

national treatment or to sectoral freedom juet mentioned are flot

expected to create major problems, especially when compared to the

lists of exçceptions which Canada, Mexi.co and th~e <United States

included in the annexes to Chapter 11 of NA2FTA.

At present, and even without NAFTA, Canada' s investmeut un

chule has developed very strongly. As of the end cf 1993, Canada

was the second largeat foreign investor in Chile, with nearly us$4

billion of registered investiuent, or 16.4% of the total approved in

Chile between 1974 and 1993. This retlects a growing attraction to

Canadian investors of Chile's mining sector.
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7. CROSS - ]MRER TRADE, IN SERVICES

As advanced economies become ircreasingly knowledge-based

service economies, it is critical that the opportunities for

service industries flot be limited to domestic markets. Both

producers and coflsi.iers of services will benef it f rom the increased

competition that will resuit f rom expanded international trade in

services. This chapter discusses the basic principles governing

cross-border trade in services. Separate chapters will discuss

special rules which apply to some sectors, i.e., finances and

telecomuuicat ions.

In essence, what NAFTA requires ini this matter is that meniber

countries extend both national and most-favored-nation treatment to

cross-border service providers of other inember countries without

requiring such providers ta establish a "local presence" as a

prerequisite to providing their services, except as required for

legitimate regulatory reasons, such as consumer protection. The

main areas of services covered by Chapter 12 of NAFTA are those of

professional services.

Notwithstaldiflg the general principles, some sensitive sectors

have been excepted f rom the rules, providing scope for introducing

non-conforming measures in the future. Canada, for instance, has

inscribed reservations to permit all layers of government full.

f lexibilîty regarding public law enforcement, correctional

services, incoTne security or insurance, social welfare, public

education, public training, health, basic telecommunications

services, minority affairs, some air and maritime transportation,

etc.. The chapter does not create obligations or rights on

government procurement involving services as these are addressed in

a separate chapter.

An imprtant element in the regulation of trade in

prof essional services is the development of mutually acceptable

professional standards. To this end, th~e Agreement (Annexc 121.5)

encourages the relevant bodies in their respective territories to

deve3.op~ approprate and compatible standards and criteria for



licensing and certification of Professional sevices. Thesestandards and criteria may consider the fOJ.lowing matters:education, excaTinatioi1s, experience, condut and ethics, proceduresfor continuing education, scope of practice, requirements for localknowledge, etc.. Two special sections of the Annex to Chapter 12set ut specific provisions for foreign legal consultnts and fortemporary licensing of ezigineers..
special emphasis is aise given inf NAFTA to transportationservices and, in particular, te land tranpotation- This is atopic less relevant to other potential NAPTA couritries because wliatwas essentially pursued and achieved in the Agreement was te laythe feundations for the developmeut of more iftegrated truckç, busand rail transportation services throughout the geographic NorthAmerican subcontinent. Far away couztries like Chile Muay onlybenefit or participate in this part of the Agreement in tiiesesections dealirig with specialty air services.

Prof.gw±onal Servics in Cb.±1*
From the viewpoint of Canadian business opportunities, themost significant increases i.n cross-border services with Chule maybe expected in some specific areas of technical and~ engineering

consulting. Hxisting Chilean legisiation is very liea in himatter, and pr<ovision of prof essional services in the privatesector is totally norL-discriminatory, Any i irm may hire any foxeignprofessienal for as long as needed. Profeesional regstrtion isnot a prerequisite in ChiJle to work either in pzivate oriautonomous state-owned companies. Only govenen office
<ministries) require a professional degree, obtained or validaein chule. And foreign degrees> can be revalidated ini Chla
universities without significantly cumbersome procedures.

A special case is that off foreign professina willjing topart icipa'te in the Contractors and Consultants Register inth
Ministry of Public Wôrks. In order to facilitate auch regitato
and avoid the procedure~s ef revalidatinq the foreign degree, Dere
Law 1903 of 1990 arants dAa-r.pé -:.-->



professionals Of the Miflistry of Public 
Works.

A potential point of negotiation between 
Chule and NAFTA will

be that of recognlitionl of degrees for Chilean professionals.

Currently, recogniJtion of foreign.degrees 
in Canada and U.S.A. is

reportedly very difficult. ,

The Chilean legisiation is also very open concernîng services

provided by foreigl f Xrmsl. Private f irms and autonomous state-owned

coiupaflies. have no restrictions for the 
hiring of foreign service

coTnpanies. In the public sector, the only requisite will be that of

a local I"identityl" (which is not necessary equal to local

11presencel) . The local ilidentity", can be as simple ýas a

representation office with enough powers 
to, ensure f inanlcial and

judicial respoflsibility to represent the foreign f irm in the

bidding for engineering or construction contracts. According to the

law, local representatives must be recognized professionals.

Foreigni f irms mat opt between hiring local prof essionals as

representatives, or going through the recognition procedure

described above. The legal procedures for establishing a local

affiliate or for appoiflting a representative are extremeîy easy and

can be as simple as the notarization of 
a power of attorney.

A brief overview of the engineering consulting business in

Chule inay help identify a few business opportunities 
for Canadian

engineering f irms..

The largest grouping of consuJ.tîng f irms is the Consulting

Engineers Associationl of Chile <Asociacion de Ingenieros

Consultores de Chule - AIC) . Its mexnbership includes 44 f irrus,

~which employ 3900 professionals. In addition to AIC, there are

about 200 small companies which employ about 1000 professiona.s.

The total annual sale of services is estimated 
at about 10 million

profeasioflal hours. Out of this total, 80?c is local engineering at

an average value of about US$20 per hour, and 20% of foreign

engineering at an average value of about US$65 per hour. Total

revenues in this business amount to about US$290 
illion per year.



Apart f rom the local consulting business, many f irms in the
Association have been quite successful in exporting engineering
services in areas such as mining, software, f ishing and management
of public utilities.

In view of the difference in costs between Chilean and foreign
engineering services, there should be a wide variety of
opporturdties for joint ventures between Chilean and Canadian
consulting f irnis. These joint ventures could have the dual purpose
of tackling the local Chilean market and serving other markets in
Latin America and in North America. A recent agreement was signed
to this end between AIC and the Canadian Association of Consulting
Engineering in order to collaborate in the development of their
affiliates and, in particular, to support activities related to,
certification of ISO-9000 and to the potential accession of Chule
to NAFTA.

Concluions

Chule applies quite open policies for the provision of
services by foreign professionals. Such provision raay take the f orni
of empicyment in a local f irm, operation as an indivi4ual
consultant, or operation as a foreign consulting f irm. In ail three
cases operat ions with the Chilean private sector and with
autonomous state-owned conipanies is completely open and
unregulated. Operations with government offices are subject to
certain formalities which, although still quite open, w4.ll rq.iire
recognition of degrees in the case of individuals, and
establishmnent of a local "lidentity" (not necessarily a local.
presence> for f irma.

Chule has a long and eolid tradition of professiona). training
and will welcome the developnient of niutually acceptable
prof esional standards se as to further inLprove the criteria for
licensing and certif ication of professional standards. A potential
point of negotiation may be. the reciprocity of criteria for

recgniionof egreswhere Qhilean awthozjties believe Chile is
more liberal than the ather NWAPTA members.



Recent experiences off exports off Chilean engineering to other
Latin American countries, coupled with substantial cost dif ferences
between Chilean and Canadian engineering services, open good
opportunities for joint ventures between engineering f irms of the
two countries ta tackle both the local Chilean market as well as
some foreign markets.
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8. COMPETITION, MONOPOLy AND STATE
ENTERPRISES





8. COMPETITION MONOPOLY AND STAT ENTERPRISES.

8.1 Antitrust legisiation.>

.NAFTA's Chapter 15 establishes disciplines on the activities
of monopolies and, state enterprises based on the principle of no
discrimination in the purchase and sale of goods. Parties may
designate or maintain monopolies ~-public or privately owned-- but
are required to 11adopt or maintain measures to proscribe anti-
competitive business conduct and take appropriate actions,
recognizing that such measures will enhance the fulfiliment of the
objectives" of the NýAFTA.

Article 1502 requires each member country to ensure, through
appropriate control, that any privately-owned or government-owned
monopoly acts in a manner that is flot inconsistent with the
obligations under the Agreement. In particular, monopolies are
expected to act solely in accordance -with commercial
considerations, to provide non-discriminatory treatment to
investments, goods and service providers f rom. another member
country, and not to use their monopoly position to engage in,
uncompetitive practices including cross- subsidization or predatory
conduct.

To help achieve the above purposes, Parties recognize the
importance of cooperation and coordination among their authorities,
and agreed to establish the Working Group on Trade and Competition
to report and make recommendations on relevant issues of the
relationship between competit ion laws and policies and trade in the
free trade area.

The objectives of NAFTA's Chapter 15 regarding both the
promotion of f ree competition and the adequate behavior of
monopolies - -public o private- -are appropriately covered in theý
Chilean domestic laws.

Chilean antitrust legisiation is contained in Decree Law 211,
of 1973. This law declares illegal and proscribes any act or
agreement that attempts to restrict f ree competition within the
country. A non-exhaustive list of practices condemned by the law



includes: price-fixing agreements; establishment of production
quotas; acts tending to restrict production, transportation or
distribution; allocation of exclusive market zones, and contracts,
negotiations or associations to reduce or stop production.

Legislation applies in a nondiscriminatory way to local as well as

foreign entities.

The Law provides sanctions and/or preventive controls to

enforce the legislation. The preventive role is performed by either
the "Regional Preventive Commissions" located in every region of

the country and by the "Central Preventive Commission", located in

the Metropolitan Region (Santiago) . The preventive commissions can

be consulted in advance of concluding a transaction that could

result in a monopoly. The commission can adopt measures of

suspension of commercial agreements and setting of temporary

maximum prices for goods under investigation. These measures may be

appealed before a National Resolutory Commission, which, in

addition to serving as an instance of appeal, has the power to

impose sanctions including dissolution of partnerships, application

of fines, and prosecution of criminal action for severe violations

of the antitrust legislation. The sanctions imposed by the

resolutory commission can be reviewed by the Supreme Court.

The secretariat of these Commissions is located at the

"National Economic Attorney's Office", whose head represents the

interest of the people.

Antitrust legislation, as described above, complies

satisfactorily with the principles and guidelines included in

Chapter 15 of NAFTA. Moreover, the record of enforcement in this

particular subject may fulfill without major problems the

requirements of a NAFTA negotiation.

8.2 State Enterprises

Regarding state monopolies and/or state enterprises, the State

of Chile has not abdicated from maintaining or even creating them.
Nevertheless, the Chilean Constitution (Article 19, para. 21)

imposes severe limits to the entrepreneurial activities that can be



performed by the State. In f act, the creation of any new state
enterprises requires a special law with high majority of votes (ley
de quorum calificado) . This strict requirement has, in practice,
greatly reduced the entrepreneurial role of the State in the
economy and makes it extremely difficult to create new state
enterprises. Moreover, very few of the remaining state-owned
enterprises enjoy a monopolic position. Among those which do, are
the regional water and sewage enterprises (EMOS), and the national
railroads (FFCC) in those areas not served by private railroads.

In any event, if a state monopoly or a state enterprise
violates free competition practices, it can be sued and sanctioned
just as any private company. This procedure of Chilean legislation

is in accordance with article 1502 of NAFTA.

A similar situation applies with respect to their treatment

towards foreign investment. Based on the constitutional right of
non-discrimination, also established in Decree Law 600 of Foreign

Investment, domestic monopolies and state enterprises must give the
same treatment to local and foreign investors.

8.3 Conclusions

The objectives of NAFTA's Chapter 15 regarding both the

promotion of free competition and the adequate behavior of
monopolies --public or private-- are appropriately covered in the
Chilean domestic laws.

Antitrust legislation in Chile complies satisfactorily with
the principles and guidelines included in NAFTA. Moreover, the
record of enforcement in this particular subject may fulfill the
requirements of a NAFTA negotiation.

Regarding state monopolies and/or state enterprises, the State
of Chile may maintain or even create them, a fact that is permitted
by NAFTA. Nevertheless, the Chilean Constitution (Article 19, para.
21) imposes severe limits on the entrepreneurial activities that
can be performed by the State.

If a state monopoly or a state enterprise violates free

competition practices, it can be sued and sanctioned just as any



private compay. Agaiw, t1his procedure of Chileaxi legis1ation is in
accordance with AT obligatios

Finally, a simila situation~ applies w±tia resect toth
txreatmoint twrds foeg nvestient. Based on the. constitut ioa
righit of non-discrimination, also estabished in Decre Law 600 of
Foreign Investen, domestic monopolies. and state enterprises mus
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9. TEMPORARY ENTRY





9. TEMPORARY ENTRY

The objective of NAFTA's Chapter XVI is to ensure that

busîiess travellers f rom ail three signing members can count on
secure access to the other mernber countries and, therefore, may be
able to pursue the business opportunities created by the Agreement.

NAFTA does flot intend to create a common markcet for the movement of
labor, buat sets the governing principles and rules under which
citizens of each country may have access to th~e other countries on

a temporaxy basis to pursue business without mieeting a labor-market

test.

NAF'TA identifieas four categories of travellers eligibie for

temporary entry, as foliows:

-business visitors, who are engaged in the international
bus4ies activities resultinig f rom the Agreement, which are
included in a special annex to the chapter;

-trad4ers and4 investors, who carry on eubstantial trade and
inestmient bet.weex the member countries;

-Intracompany transferees, vdio are enmpioyed by a coumpany in
a capacity that is managerial. or invoJ.ves a specialized knowledge

and who are tansferred within a company or its subsidiaries

between marnber countries; and

-prof essionals, who are seeking to enter another NAFTA country
on a temporary basis to provide services. Eligible professionals

are specificaily listed in an annex (1603.D.1) . To further advance
these matters, the Agreement estabiished a working group with

representatives of ail three parties.



legisiation tend to comply with the tules of NAFTA..

Moreover, at present the citizens of thie three meuiber-

countries of NAFTA do ftot need a visa for temporary entry to Chile.

Business visitors who derive their income f rom abroad and do not

réceive any incomeS f rom Chilean sources cari f reely operate in Chile

with a tourist visa. If such a visitor performs a pai& activity,

even if paid f rom abroad, he should ôbtain a 30 day permit fromt the

Ministry of the Interior. This permit ie regularly granted, and

require on3ly a simple application.

For periods of more thàai 90 days, and when the presence of a

--- - ~I4I ini the countrv, she will get a renewable
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10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights are
provided in the Chilean Constitution and in two specific pieces of

legislation: Law N0 17.336 of 1970 (updated in 1990 and 1992), about
copyright, and Law N0 19.039, of 1991, about industrial property.

Chile is also a signatory of three of the four international
conventions mentioned in article 1701 of NAFTA: the Geneva

Convention about Phonograms (1971), the Berne Convention about

Literary and Artistic Works (1971) and the Paris Convention about

Industrial Property (1967). The adherence to the UPOV Convention,

about new varieties of plants, is presently under consideration by

the Government.

Intellectual Property Rights are guaranteed by the Chilean

Constitution, which among a list of fundamental and personal

guarantees includes the right of authors over their intellectual

and artistic creations (Article 19, section 25). Furthermore, the

Constitution guarantees the property over patents, trademarks,

models, technological processes and other similar creations, and

establishes procedures of compensation in the event of

expropriation of patents and industrial properties, which are

identical to those established for other types of physical



or artistic works; son-rcrdns films; videograms; software

programs; etc., ail of which are clearly defined and described in

the te2çt of the law. Protection granted by that law covers, in a

non-discretionr way, the rights of Chilean as weil as ths of

foreign auhors resident in CIhile. This protection is rnefo

the duation of the author's if e and extends for 50 yaars after

death, on behlaf of his or her heirs. Foreign authora non-rzesiet

in Chile benefit f rom the protection provided to the W the

international conventions signed by Chle.

The law provides to the authors of thie registered wçrks the



sanction in the Chilean legislation for the manufacturing, import
or sale of decoding devices. The only protection granted in such
case is that of the copyright law, which will make a civil offense
the unauthorized transmission or distribution of decoded signals
with a commercial purpose.

Sanctions for violations of the law and misuse of the author's
creations include pecuniary compensations, penalties, and, in
extreme cases, such as proven bad faith or falsification,
imprisonment. The judicial authorities are also empowered to
dictaminate a confiscation of books, sound recordings or any other
unauthorized reproduction of the author's work, and to confiscate
any sum obtained from the distribution of such reproduction.

10.2 The Industrial Property Law
Law N°19.039 on industrial property covers trademarks, patents

on inventions of products or processes, utility models
(instruments, tools, spare parts, etc.), and industrial designs.

Only a few subjects are excluded from patentability:
a) Plants and animals.
b) Diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment

national



20 years frqm the date o f filing.
Notwithstanding the Ieea terms ME

Iaw also establi±hes that in tecaÉ



three candidates presented by the Court of Appeals of Santiago. The
third and final instance is the Supreine Court, which is always an
available instance but is used only in extrerne cases.

Enforceinent of intellectual property rights is-fair and
equitable under Chilean law. Judicial Authorities have the powers
re>quired in article 1715 to ord.er the necessary investigations, to
compensate the right halder for injuries suffered, to c>rder the
infringer to pay the right holder's expenses, to confiscate the
infringer' s products and give them to the right halder for
appropriate disposition. Moreover, the law requires the judicial
authority ta Tipose a fine on the infxringer at Governient's
benefit, in addition ta the above compensation.

Procedures for registration, disputes, and law enforcement for
other axeas of intellectual property - -such as trademarks and
industriaj. designs- - are the same as those for patents, with the
exception of the term of protection. Trademarks are protected for
10 yer, which can be îndefinitely renewed, whereas industrial
designs are pratected for a non-renewable terui of 10 years. These

trsare the same contemplated in Chapter 17 of NAFTA.
Two subjects in NAPTA are rather new ini Chilean business

practices, and, whi1e no particular problems are anticipate, they
will ueed ta b. integrated in4 the Chilean legal systerm: Trade
Secrets and Layout Designs of Seniconduvzor Integrated Circuits.

IThe Trd Secret concept is not exp1icitl.y developed or
leied in teexistiig Xndustriaj. Property Law. Never>theless,
ârtice 284 of the Chilean Criminal code makes it a criminal.
Dfene orev an secrets af the copayin whicIh a person has

,e821 or is currently employed. Siiilar sanction ar estabishe4



other band, are copletely abetfo the, Chiiean legislation an~d
would require spcal1 review.
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of this agreement. As a consequence, many of the topics would be
resolved by the time of a possible NAFTA negotiation.
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11. DISPUTE SETTLEMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL
PROVISIONS





11.. DISPUTE SETTLEMNE>T MCAI

Chile's position with respect to dispute settement

xecbanis, and ini prticu1ar to those of antidumping and

countervailing dut ies, will closely resemble that of Canada,

as bohc tries are iiidd1e-sized economies dealing in a world

markcet with several larger players. It is not by chance that these

topics have been longstanding goals of> bath countries in

international trd and that both have supprted miore transparent

and~ clal efreable~ trade rules in the recently concluded

UruuayRoud f GATT.

The private sector and the govrnets of bath countries ar

acutelv aware of the impact tkiat unfair trade remedy actions may



inter alia for the pulcto fntcsr rding the initiation
of investigations, and the times for submissions of information;
the. according of reasonable acesto inf ormton; the provision of
.opportunity for interested parties >inc1udtzng f.oreig interests) to
present facts and aruet; the. prtcto of conidentia1
(business proprietary) inomto; n h reaaino

adiistrative. records.
FinalIy, in a watter tht ay be of significnt antrest to

Chile,. Ch er 1~9 inclue (An0x 10.15)> the ncsayae.et
that each one of the mjember countries has aged toitouei
its domestîc trade remedy legisiation, in or4er to brn hmit
conformity .with the rules ofNATA

contained ini La "855o 986. Tise. proie ih h

serious adimmineunt daaeto national production. The distortion

maret o. f thiprs

Th omsin nndeDsorin srguae hog

DereNS5o 93 hsCmisinwsetbihdt nlz



The procedure starts with the f iling of a claim at the Techxiical

Secretariat. Withifl 10 days the Secretariat must inform the

claimant whether the claim is izapprapriate or has insufficent

information; otherwise, it will be silbmitted without 4elay to the

Commission. Witbinf 5 days of its subiuiss<ion, the Commission must

decide wehrta start an inetigation or flot. Such dacision must

be, publicly infore by a notice in the Off icial Gazette. If the~

decision is ta itiate an investigation, the notice must 4escribe

thxe products inole in the claim, the identification of the

claiant th prducrstheexprters and importers of the

merchandise,~ and a deciption of tetrad distortion and the
exncte daageitmay produce to~ >ther local producers of the

wit~h al



process before'each renwl

p re se nt ly i n u s e in th e A T o n r e n / o i h t o e i c u e

theComisson n trade ditort ione, the ting ad e lnsinvolve puig the invesigatin prcsteue fmimm

cotmpae i h doesti Chiean1law.
All he bov diferecesw~illcranyipy htCiew

have t ad apt its d o esti c a w n o d r t u f ll N A s a d r s

T e s ch d l f C i e i o s bl n e o C a t r 1 o l



domestic

consulti
Lie any obligat ion to notify or

case~ of planning to amendi its

can be Eound ini the protection
arbitration prQcedures of which
Lational 1eve1. The instance of

ihdini the Constitution and
including Presidential decrees,
foreign or domestic, to be in



the operation of the FTA between Canada and United States. The main
changes in NAFTA, as compared with Chapter 18 of the FTA, are an
enhanced institutional relationship resulting from the
establishment of the Free Trade Commission, and a greater
commitment to reach agreements at the level of working groups, as
opposed to seeking agreements through litigations under formal
dispute settlement procedures. -

Other significant improvements on FTA Chapter 18 include the
existence of consensus rosters of persons acceptable to all member
countries, the process of "reverse selection', of panel members,
third country nationals as Panel Chairs, specialized procedures for
financial services, disputes, etc.

In terms of dispute settlement procedures, Chapter 20 provides
for three stages. First, any Party can request consultations with
any other Party within the following deadlines:

à) within 30 days of the delivery of a request for consultations;
b) within 45 days of delivery of such a request if another Party
has subsequently requested or has participated in consultations
regarding the same matter; or

c) within 15 days of delivery of such a request for consultations
regarding perishable agricultural goods.

Second, Parties can formally request a meeting of the
Commission, which has 40 days to resolve and is empowered to extend
a wide range of good offices, conciliation and/or mediatorial
services.

The third stage is to request the establishment of an Arbitral
Panel under Article 2008 of NAFTA. In order to form a panel, the
Parties are to establish and maintain a consensus roster of 30
members.

.In addition, and as a separate alternativel Article 2005 deals
with the option of Parties to take their disputes to the GATT in
lieu of a NAFTA panel. It is established that either forum may be
chosen by the complaining party but, once the choice is made, the
disputes shall be resolved in that forum to the exclusion of the
other.

70



basis of

o anticipate in ail certitude how dif ficuit
-ions with Chile around Ohapter 20. On the
ýriezices as those mentioned in the discussion
r, it is wrh zentioning that Chile lias a
d of successfud and active participation in
and in mutiateral and bilateral working
an Pact Secret ariat, LAFTA working groupe,

with, and.
)n panels,

r disputes

mentionae.
Drotection

1.958 tLN.

i Arbitral



techica diagremens fom ecoing ~a ful-b<own politîcal

dispute.
From Ciessadoint, potntiai discsin may be more

related to economiç cnieran thari to eaapects. An issue
brouht p b Chleangovrnmnt fficials s the covnec or

an eonomic cot of the rather Ihayadtm-ead
ixistitutionai and proceduai structure fNaA(omsin

in 1992).

As lone u nte sctesion of h epto deln (it
Il enmn Prcrmn, Itleta Poet , Sad r -eae



tic amendments could cover more transparency of
tional opportunities for interested parties to

arguments. They should also include concrete
udicial reviews. On the other hand, there is

of the protectionist bias of some antidumping

ý1sewhere -US and EU are two examples- and Chile
d following these examples in modifying its

ig tradition with, and acceptance of, decisions

arbitration panels. Considering that it je in

have expedite dispute settiement mechanisms,

nai panels shouid flot be diffîcuit to negotiate
a ChiJ.ean legal system.

it of potential discussion brought Up during
government officiais, is related to, the

>nverlience for a small country like Chule of
and economic coste of the rather Ilheavy" and

itutional and procedural structure of NAF'TA.

t un other chapters of this report <e.g.,
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ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS





12. E1MIRO kA TI aR

Environmental protection was, since the very beginning, one ofthe major topics of discussion during NAPTA negotiations. Opponeatsof the treaty consistently argued that further trade liberalizationwould resuit ina significant incremental environmental damage. Thosein favor of NAFTA have argued that trade liberalization, on thecontrary, may well promote an even more careful use ofenvironmental resources.
The intensity of the discussion produced what governrnentoff iciais f rom Mexico, Canada and the Ujnited States, have lauded asthe 11greenest"' trade agreement ever negotiated. So much so, thatsome analysts claim that, if anything, NAFTA may err in the'direction of giving too much emphasis to environmental matters. Andefforts to enforce environmental standards through trade policymeasures invite a serîous risk that importing countries will invokespurious enviroramental dlaims in order to protect domestic markets.Several enwironmental provisions in NAFTA are similar to thoseina GATT. In particular, NAFTA allows other specified enviroramentalagreements to talce precedence. This is an important provision forChile since one of those agreements is the Montreal protocol onsubstances that deplete the Ozone Layer (1987), in which Chule hasbeen a very active member.

12.1 NAPTÂAs aupplementar agreement on the enviroment
While there is no special chapter about the environment in themain body of NAFTA, a supplementary agreement was signed (the NorthAeican Agreement <on Environmental Cooperatin). Its mainobjective ie to set the ground for stronger cooperation on thedevelopmnt and improvement of environmentai laws, regixlations,policies and practices. Ina addition, sector-specîfic measures withenvironmentajl implications have been included ina the respectivechapters of NAFTA. Examples of such measures are the subcommitteesfor the compatibî1îty of vehicie emission standards, >and for thecomptibility ofsandards relateii measures frein local, provincial,



and state authorities.

The supplementary accord begins affirming the right of each
country to choose the level of protection of huinan, animal or plant
lite or hea1th, or of environmenta. protection, that it considers
appropriate. Nonetheless, in what is probably a new departure tram,
traditional international trade agreements, it contains general
statements committing the signatories to work jointly in the
enhancement and protection of hutuan, animal and plant if e, and the
environment.

To facilitate the implementation of these general statements,
part two of the accord establishes the requirement af periodic
preparation and publication of reports on th~e state of the
environment, the tieed to promote education in enviroznmental
mattezs, the assessment of environmenta. impact, and sa on. More
important yet, part two spela out suggestions for specific actions
to be taken by each gçvernmeit in order to ensure enforcernent of
each party's legisiation. Examples of such actions are: appointing
and training inspectors; monitoring legislati~on compliance through
on-site inspections; public releasing of non-compjiance
information; and the initiation of judicial or quasi-ju4içial
proceedings ta seek sanctions or remedies for violations of
ernrironmental regulat ions. The enforcement measures are probably
the key point that may differentiate environmenta. policies in most
countries ot the region. As discussed later on, this may become one

of te ky elmens o negotiation with Chile.
The reet ai the supplemntary accord spe1ls out detaia.s about

the creation of the Commission for Environmental Cooparation, whiçh
comprises a Council, a Secretariat and a Joint Public Advisory
Committee. The functioins af the Council are clearly established,
and so are the> steps to be takezi in ordez to facilitate the
provision of information as well as the consultation and resohiution
of disputes.

12.2 Chilean envirom.ntal legisaadon
In the past, Chile haa ooncurred ta the signaure of severaJ
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international agreements concerning environmental issues (Toxic
Waste, Basel 1989; Antarctica, Washington 1959 and Madrid 1991;
Ozone Layer, Montreal; Marine LiE e, 14 different agreements>.,But
it is fai.r to say that real concern about environmental problems
(such as air pollution in Santiago, water pollution in coastal
resorts, native forest overcutting, depletion of some marine
species, etc.) is very recent. The public institutions to overView
and handia environmental problems are CONAMA (National
Environmental Commission> and the CQREMAs (Regional Environmental
Councils>, which were only establjshed within the last four years.

Chilean environmental concerns used to respond to isolated
problems in different industries, regions or activi.ties that
endangered human or animal life. During 1991, as a f irst major
effort to develop a modern and comprehensive legal regime on the
matter, the government undertook a cornplete survey and inventory of
ail existing legislation with environmental implications. The
result was a compilation of 718 (!) laws and decrees. An annex to
th~e initial. compilation identified~ anotlier 58 legal texts in 1993.

A General Ewvironmental Law was zrecently approved in congress
and promulgated by the outgoing Aylwin administration (Law 19300 of
March 1994) . Thi~s law creates a f ramewozrk for environmentaj. laws in
Chile, similar in izltent to the National Envirqnmental Policy Act
of the Uned States. It sets forth soma basic criteria which would
inclutde the 11pollu~ter pays" principle, the forms of regulation that
should be considered in environmental poliçy, and provides the
legal backing for th~e institutions in charge of enforcenmant of
environmental policias {Comieion Naeiona1 del Medio Ambiente-CONAMA
ad Comisiones Regionales del Me4ip Ambiente -COREMAs ). Thi~s law

dQes not set standards, but rather establishes the. procedures to
set pecfic standards :in follow-up legislation. Article 24 of the

1aw atorije the Preident to establish all the above mentioned
standards by Presidentjal Decree.

This <General Law is,' in fact, the first legal instrument to
set forth a systematic approach to envirpnmental issues in Chile.
The law covers f ive areas: enwironmental impact assessxuents,



quality standards, emission standards, prevention plans, and
preservation standards.

While the law was stili in Congress, and based on the
increased public awareness on environmental probleis, the
government had tâkeri important steps in the directi.on of the law.
It set up strict emission standards for the lnining industry and
levels of taxic emissions in certain geographic areas, the
compulsory use of catalytic converters in ail new cars imported
after Septeinber 1992, the installation of sewage treatment plants
in large cities, a strict enforceet of forest mnanagement plans by
CONAF (although stili with limited f inancial resources).

At present, as it was mentioned before, existing standards
are, in many areas, comparable to those in Canada or the U.S.A..
There are detailed and well deveioped standards for' potable water,
for emission of industrial liquid residues, for emissions of
stationary and mobile sources, for air quality. Most of those
standards are, in principle, well enforced by different responsible
institutions: Sewage Services Superintendency <Superintendecia de
Servicios Sanitarios) , Environniental Health Service, (Servc de
salud del Anbiente), Ministry of Transportation etc..
Nevertheless, and in spite of the existence of sevezal other
institutions and numerous other standards such as those mentioned
above, the prevailing opinion among techraîcians and authorîties is
that there is still a long way to cover ina ternis o! enforcement and
coordination, The new law may certainly impz'oved the situation, but
a sustained budgetary~ effort will aiea be required to accopn h
required changes in enforcement capabil ities.

While it tooiv sanie time ta create the necepsary awareness in
Chile, ail recent actions~ demonstrate that there would be little,
if any, zesistance to the standards and cooperation arrangements
establiahed either by NATAor by its Bupplementary accords. Three
recent Supreme Court rulings may serve to illustrate the prevailing
attitude towards this matter:
(i) People of Chnaâvs. Ministry of Public Works: this ruling
prohtbited the use oaf water from Lake Cugara for irrigat ion in



parts of the Chilean desertic valleys;
(ii) People of Chafharal vs. CODELCO: The court ordered CODELCO to
stop throwing its tailings into the Bay of Chanarai; the company
had to spend US$21 million to build a tailing dam);
(iii) Farmers vs. Pacific Mining Company: case similar to that of
Codelco.

The above rulings have shown the validity of the protection
appeal as an ýeffective legal tool to'guarantee the constitutiona.
right to live in an environment f ree of contamination. In addition
to this recourse, the new environmental law has defined a new type
of violation <Action due to Environmental Damage), which can be
prosecuted in any f irst instance court in which the damage ocurred.

12.3 Conclusion

The existing Chilean environment legisiation contains numerous
standards disseminated in several laws and regulations. The latter
did not f ollow a consistent pattern or a log ic, but *rather

-~ represented emergency solutions to isolated cases. While many of
these standards follow international principles or criteria, they
cannot be added Up or structured under one single body. If they
were ail enforced today at the sanie time, they could even stop~
coxnpleteîy sanie sectors of econoniic activity.

Because of teabove and due to a more up-to-date approach to
environmental matters, the Congress 'has recently passed a new body
of legislation which, at least in paper, sets the basis for an
izitegral and well-structured approach to environmental protection.
The new legisiation meets ail NAFTA's principles and standards. In
this case, while there is basic agreement in the. fundamentals, the
initiation of negotiations under NAFTA could accelerate the
implementation of the legislation and the establishmient of
enforcement mechanisms. The substantial issues for negotiation may
probably center around the enforcement capabili'ties and resource
availability for such enforcement.



ENVIRONMN ANNEX

As an additional contribution ta the environmenta1 discussion
an interesting piece of evidence has been f ound to indicate thatChile's accession~ to NAFTA, by itself, wouid flot be detriental tothe environment, and could even improve envirofimental conditions
Indeed, recent studies show that the sectors likely to expand, incase Chile enters a ETA with USA are precisely those that have less
negative impact on the environment. .And moreover, those sectors
contracting as a resuit of the FTA are those that have the most
negative impact on the environment. Because the US is the largest
client of Chule within NAFTA, the qualitative thrust of the resuits
would be similar in evaluating NAFTA instead of the FTA.

Table I presents estimates of the likely impact of a FTAbetween Chile and the US for several ecoflomic sectors, both internis of export and imports. As shown, the sectors that contract
the most are chemicals, non-electrical machinery and e1ectrical
machinery. The sectrs that expand most are fod and bverages 'agriculture and clothing, Table II presents a ranking of
contarninating industries according ta the Exphum index, whichmeasures the toxicity of emmissioris in each of the in~dustries. As
,shown, the sectors that contract are among the most detrimetal to
the enviroument aocording ta this classification.
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Table 12.1
Estimates of trade creation in an FTA Chile - USA (base 1990)

Sector
(SIC class.)

111-130
220
211
212
230-240
311-314
321
322
323-324
331
332
341
342
351-352
353-354
355
356
361 to 363
371
372
381
382
383
384
385
390

Description

Agriculture
Copper & Iron
Petroleum & Gas
Coal
Other mining
Food, Bev. Tob.
Textiles
Clothing
Leather & Shoes
Wood
Furniture
Paper
Prints
Chemicals
Petroleum refining
Rubber products
Plastic products
Clay and glass
Iron and steel ind.
Non-ferrous metals
Metalic products
Non-elec. machinery
Elec. machinery
Transport material
Prof. equipment
Other industries

Total

Export s Imports

14204
642

0
0

25
19338
4592
9029
3428

685
864
32
76

3280
10

543
63

3205
12
0

294
528
239
894
42

266

62290

1144
0
0

1932
618

2286
7307

740
206
693
177

1347
963

32119
1327
4187
6135
3456
3022
1576

11722
84315
31628
18839

6181
1291

223210

Source: Rodrigo Valdés (1991) , "Una metodología para evaluar elimpacto cuantitativo de una liberalización comercial: Aplicaci6n alALC entre Chue y EEUU", in A. Butelmann and P. Meller, EstratecgiaCome-rcial Chlea ara -la déc.ada de los 90, CIEPLAN.

Net

13060
642

0
-1932

-593
17052
-2715

8289
3222
-8

687
-1315

-887
-28839
-1317
-3644
-6072
-251

-3011
-1576

-11426
-83787
-31389
-17945

-6139
-1025



Table 12.2
Ranking of industries according to the Exphumi index

Sector DescriptionIne
(SIC class.)Ine

371 Iron and steel ind. 349.9
323 Leather ind. 279.9
351 Industrial chemicals 279.4356 Plastic products 175.6
372 Non-ferrous metals 151.2
331 Wood industry 138.8
321 Textiles fabric. 137.2
342 Prints 109.3
341 Paper 108.3
381 Metalic products 90.1
353 Petroleum refining 78.6
332 Furniture 61.3
352 Other chemical prod. 48.2
382 Non-electrical machinery 46.8
383 Electrical machinery 45.8
362 Glassware 43.6
390 Other manufacturing ind. 41.7
354 Petroleum and coal deriv. 29.4
361 Clay 29.2
311 Food 24.6
355 Rubber 22.2
322 Clothing 17.5
382 Professional equip. 15.9
384 Transport material 12.9
369 Non-metalic minerals 12.3
324 Shoe production 11.7
313 Beverages 10.4
314 Tobacco 5.3

Industrial average 84.9

Source: Andrés Gomez-Lobo (1992), "La cuestin ambiental en un ALCcon EEUUU", in Estrategia Comercial Chilena Dara la década de los
9Q, CIEPLAN.
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13. LABOR COOPERATION AGREEMENT

Opposition to NAFTA, especially in the United States, focused
on potential job lasses and downward pressure on wages. The root
fear was that low wages and poor enforcement of labor standards in
Mexico could attract foreign investment, deprive u.S. workers of
their jobs, and drive down U.S. wages. While the same themes were
discussed in Canada, the issues were less sensitive because of the
geographic distance that makes the migration problem, less acute. It
is beyond the scope of this study, however, to discuss the validity
of the pauper labor arguments just mentioned, or ta assesa' the
occupational impact of NAFTA.

The officiai response to the labor concerns was a series of
bilateral agreements ta promote closer cooperation and joint
actions on a variety of labor issues. In the context of NAFTA, the
response was twofold. On the one hand, implicit safeguards were set
through the inclusion of 15-year transition periads for the Most
sensitive sectors, such as glassware, SOme faatwear, ceramic tule,
certain fruits and vegetables, etc.

Impraved safeguard xnechanisms were also established ta pratect
sensitive industries against a f lood of imports, and str~ict rules
of origin attempted to ensure that the free-trade benefits of NAFTA
accrue ta North American workers. Interestingly, however, only the
UJnited States and Canada obtained 15-year transition periods, while
Mexican tarif fs on ail manufactured praducts will be eliminated
within 10 years. NAFTA also establishes special safeguards in the
form of tarif f rate quotas for sensitive agricultural products and
a different causation test for textiles and apparel.

13-1 NAT' s uppl.zaentary labor agreemnt
As a second mechanism ta rueet labor concerns, a supplementary

accord (the North American Agreemuent on Labor Cooperation) was
signed. This agreemuent sets forth a iist of guiding principles for
labor: f reedom of association, right ta, collective bargaining,
right to strike, prohibition of f orced labor, labor protection for



children, minimum emrployment standards, elimination of employment
discrimination, etc.

The agreement also reaffirms full respect for each countryts
constitution and recognizes each member's right ta establish its
own domestic labor standards, as it is the case for environmental
standards. It provides, however, a list 0f actions through which
ýthe governments are expected to enforce their legislation (Part
two, article 3). Such actions inelude: appointment and training of

'insectrsmonitoring compliance through on-site inspections,
encouraging mediation, conciliation and arbitration services, and
initiating proceedings to seek appropriate sanctions or remedies
for violation of labor laws.

Through the -establishment of a Commission for Labor
Cooperation, a Council, a Secretariat, and the National
Administrative office of each country, the Agreement sets thie
ground for improved levela of information on employment conditions
and for long term improvement of such conditions in the JNAFTA
countries. The supplemental agreement is expected to ma]ve an
important contribution to the enforcement of labor standards by
using the trinational commission ta expose offenders a.nd by
ultîmately authoriz'ing trade countermeasures if governments~ do not
succeed in halting the abuses.

13.2 The. Chil1on labozr legiulation
The current Chilean labor legislation covers a wide spectrum

of standards t1hat meet most of the existing inteational
guidelines in this matter. Moreover, in many respects it pz'ovides
more benefits and guarantees ta workers than existing leg4satons
in developed economies. One of the reasons for such wider coverage
stems f rom a different philosophical approachk in lab.or legisla.tion.
A compari.son with labor legislation in the Unidted Sates may
illustrate the point. Whereas workers and legisiators ini th~e U,.
prefer an ope~n labor legislation where everything is pezruitted
unless it is specifically excluded, Chilean workers feel more
comfortable in a tighter regulatory environnent where as imany



benefits as possible are estab1ished by laws or regulations.

Examples of benef its established by law in Chile are: paid

maternity leave for six weeks before and twelve weeks after

childbirth; prohibition to use scab workers during the f irst 15
days of strike; compulsory provision of day-care centers in any

f irm employing more than 25 f emale workers.

Labor principles included in the NAFTA supplementary accord
are ail included in the current Chilean legisiation. One of the f ew
points of discrepancy, flot with NAFTA but with American and
Canadian legisiation, could be in collective bargaining at the
industry level. Such form. of negotiation is allowed in the Chilean
legisiation, but discouraged in practice by large employers.

One should also mention that Chule has flot ratified ILO
agreements 87 and 98, that deal with f reedom of unionization and
collective bargaining, respectively. In spite of this, most experts
agree that Chile's legisiation adapts to those agreements, and thus
Chule could easily ratify them ini the near future.

More speciflcally, Chile's labor legisiation excludes the
possibility of unionization to those in the armed forces and the
police. This restriction also applies to civilian personnel in
enterprises dependent of the armed forces (FA1M and ENARP) or in
the Ministry of Defense. In most of these cases, the ILO bas
granted exceptions to the general rule of f reedom to unionize.
There are no other restrictions to unionization ini Chule.

Collective bargainîng is restricted to temporary workers, such
as those un agriculture and construction that perform very
specific, transitory jobs (i.e. harvesting).- The reason for this
provision is simple. the legisiation establishes specific rules and
procedures that can easily take over 45 days, which us generally
longer than the contract period. For tbis very reason, the Aylwin
Governmets labor reform established the right to voluntary
"collective cozwentionsf', flot z'uled by existing regu4ations but by
the joint frewill of workers anid their employer(s) . This
alternative does not excludxe axiy type of worker and can be carried
~out at the f irm, in4ustry, regionai, or national levels. The main



difference with collective bargaining is that the convention does
flot contemplate the right to sfzrike.

The provision of 'Ineeds of the company', to lay off workers is
a good balance between the reguirements of a mrarket economy and the
respect for the riglits of workers. This pr'ovision replaced the
riglit of employers to lay -off workers with no expressionl of cause
and with no riglit of appeal to justice, as prevalent during the
military government. The current law allows worlcers ta ]cnow. the
reason of their lay-of 1, and restorecd the riglit of appéal to the
judicial system. Moreover,» the law iricreased the ceilîng for
severance payments f rom 5' to il years, and allowed for a 50ce
surcharge in case the labor judge. rules the laYOf f to b>e unfair or
ill-based.

Thus, Chilean legisiation eliminated the "simîple layof f,
which is what the ILO does not accept. It stopped short, however,
of allowing the mandatory rehiring of laid-off workers. This allows
the necessary f lexibility for companies, while taking care of
workers, riglits. This lias been couipleiuented by improved retraining
programs. An unemployment insurance scheme will be implemented
soon.

With respect to social benefits, social security is compulsory
through a privat'a pension fund system, and medical insurance is
provided either through the National Health Fund, FONASA, or
through private inedical insurers <Institutos de Salud Previsional-
ISAPRES) . Total contribution for the two concepts~ ia 17% of the
base monthly salary (10% for retirement and 7% for uiedical
insurance).

Enforcemen~t of labor legislat ion is constantly strengthened
through specialized goverfiment agencies and, in particular, thog
the Labcr Inspection (Inspeccion del Trabajo) . This agericy lias
direct deperideney f romi the Ministry of Labor and ensures that
workers and their organizat ions receive proper attention in their
complaints and in the neçês8ary advice. As an illustrat ion of the
coverage of inspections, it is worth ment ioning that in 1992 alone,
41, O000 f irms were monitored for compi iazice with labor Ias n



that 760,000 workers (out of a working force of about 5.1 million)

benefitted from such inspections.

13.3 Conclusion

Present Chilean labor legislation complies with the principles

and guidelines established by the North American Agreement on Labor

Cooperation (Labor supplementary accord) . The standards established

in the agreement are not substantially different from those

existing in Chile. While enforcement may stili benefit from

additional strengthening, no difficulties can be anticipated in the

negotiation of either a bilateral labor agreement with Canada or an

accession to the existing NAFTA mechanisms.

Moreover, Chilean labor legislation complies with ILO

guidelines. The only differences lie in the right to unionize,
which is restricted for the armed forces and individuals working in

defense institutions, and the right to collective bargaining, which

is restricted for temporary workers. Most of these discrepancies

are allowed as exceptions by the ILO.

Regarding the employment impact of NAFTA, Chile's economy is

already very open and presents a low level of unemployment. As a
consequence, no problem is anticipated in this front.
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14. AGRICULTURE AMD AGROINDTJSTRY

14.1. OVerview of the agricultural and agroindustrial sector

Background

The ChiJ.eafl agricultural sector represents around 8% of total

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) , and has experienced uneven growth

over the last decade. During the 1982-1983 economic crisis,

agricultura. GDP f el (although considerably less than total GDF),

then grew substantially between 1984 and 1989, as part of an

overaîl export boom. (Table I in the Statistical Appendix shows the

evolution of sectoral GDP and exports.) As a resuit of this, the

Chilean agriicultural trade balance evolved f rom a deficit in the

early 1980S Of almost US$400 million to a surplus of around US$1

billion a decade later (See Table II in the Statistical Appendix) .

In recent years, growth has stagnated because of falling

external prices, a significant appreciation of the real exchange

rate (aliuost 10% per year in 1991 and 1992) and rising export

restrictions in foreign markets, especially in Europe. Nonetheless,

exterzial prices will recover with the end of the international

recession,. and the real exchange rate will stabilize or appreciate

smoothly2' Chile's long-teri economic strategy will continue to be

based in world markets, and it is expected that the agricultural

sector will reinain one of the most dynaniic and innovative,

especially in the non-traditional sub-sectors such as fruitgrowing

and agro-industry.

The Chilean agricultural sector is widely heterogeneous. It

includes traditional and low-profitability crops such as wheat,

corn and sugarbeets, and more modemn and competitive sub-sectors

like f ruitgrowîng and agroindustry.

7 In 1993, Chile<s real exchaznge rate will recover slightly,
which is not surprîsing given the adverse teruis of trade 5shoc1k
Beyond 1993, an appreciation cannot be ruled out as a long terni
trend, but at a much smoother pace than in 1991-92.



This heterogeneity has iuf luenced the degree of protection

that each sector faces. Traditional crops are basically import
substitutes. They are subject to a Price-smoothing device <price
bands) that establishes a variable import tariff s0 that the

domestic price of wheat, sugar, and oilseeds falis within the
limits of the band. In principle, price bands are flot designed to
be a protection scheme, but ini practice they have operated as such.
All other sectors of the economy (excluding automobiles) are

subjeet to the f lat 11% import tarif f, with no additional

protection.'

Traditional crope

This sector has traditionally been of great importance, due to

it8 wide geographical coverage, the employmeut it generates, and

the number and relatively small size of its producers. It

represeuts about oue third of agricultural GDF.

Wheat is the main traditional crop, with 400,000 to 600,000

hectares under cultivation each year. Its shiare in the total value
of the agricultural production ta arouud 19%. Due to the faîl in

production during the 1982-1983 crisis, a system of price bauds was

introduced. The maximum and minitmum prices of the band are set
annual on the basis of the evolut ion of FOB prices during the last

60 mouths.

As a resuJ.t of this new price scheme, domestic production

recovered; imports feli and became nil in 1989. The fail in world

prices in recent years has depreased production somewhat, and has

tuduced increasing imports. Wheat production is concentrated mainly

in small producers in the central-south part of the country.

Canada ia today, the principal source of wheat importa (Durum
variety> to Chile.

Iu contrast to wheat, corn production ta highly technified.

8 Couutervailiug duties are available to offset export
subsidiea granted by other countries - Irmported inilk, for eicample,
is subject to, such duty, as a reaponse ta wtdeapread subsidizatton
of this product in Europe and the United States.



Demand. for, this product cornes mainly as, animal consumpt ion

(basically poultry and pige).- This seoctor is open to externa.

1competition, with 90% of importe coming f rom the United States.

Another important product of this sector is seed corn. Over the

last decade, Chule lias become an important producer and exporter of

this product, due to the favorable climatic conditions and the

inverse seasonality with the main final markets (the United States,

Europe and Japan>. The main competitor for Chulean production in

the United States market is Canada.

The Chulean sugarbeet sector is an important source of

employment. There are between 9,000 and 11,000 producers that

employ dire>ctly and indirectly some 60,000 people. The market for

sugarbeet is characterized by a monopsony, with a sole buyer:

IANSA, the national sugar producer. In the early 1980s, the crisis

in the agricultural sector resulted in 88% of domestic sugar

consumption coming f rom abroad. Beginning in 1.982, a plan to

encourage sugarbeet production was put in place. Initiaîîy it took

the form of a subsidy; since 1986 it lias consisted of a price band

similar to the one implemented for wheat.

Other important products in this sector are tobacco, which is

very labor intensive and has experienced fast export growth, and

o1,aginous production. The latter has also been subject to a price

band.

The f ruitgrowing sec tor

This sector developed its export potential since the mid

1970s, and quickly became the most dynamic in agriculture. Indeed,

the total area covered by fruit plantations grew from 65,000

hectares ini 1974 to over 130,000 hectares in recent years. This

surge was cozicentrated mainly in the years 1984 to 1989, with a

graduai atabilization in recent years. The structure of fruit

plantations is shown in Table 3 of the St.atistical Appendix.

The moat important product in this sector is grapes, arou.nd

80% of which are exported. The main final markets are the United

States, with a share of 699% of grape exports, and Europe, whichi



repxesente 18% of that total. The importance of Chilean grape
exports in final markets is very significant. In the U.s.,' around
90% of total of f-season imports come f rom Chule, and this

represents wholly 30% of total consumption. The ehare of Chilean

grapes in European cofisumption is flot as large as in the U. S., but

is also quite substantial. Other important fruit exporte frein Chule

are peacties, nectarines, apples and plume; in these products,
however, Chile's share of the main consumer mnarkets is low.

Vegetables

Vegetable production, especiaJ.ly t1hat oriented to the internai

market, is mainJ.y done by eiiall farmers. Larger producers, however,
have aiso entered the muarket, centering in exporte and in the

provision of inputs te agroindunstry. This hae induced an increase

in the export share of the eector, fron 10% in 1980 to over 20% in

recent years.

Asparagus ie an important new produot in thie sector, due to

its petential for exporte. The principal market for fresh asparagus

ie the United states, with a share orf over 75% in total experte of

thie produot. The United States, however, represents only a minor

share in Chule' e exporte of preceesed asparagus, which is partly

explained by thie high tariffs faced by this product. This practice

of placing higher tariff e on products with higher value added is a

commen feature of the main industriai markets (Europe, Japan, anid

the UJ.S.).

1.4.2 The agroindustrial seto

Agroindustry has experienced cons iderable growth since the

second half orf the 1980Os. This developinent rhae corne together witb

a maor expansion in the installed capacity to procese fruits and

vegetables. Dehydrating plants increased f rom 19 in 19~8~6 to 30 in

1990, cold storage facilities rose f rom 13 to 32, tomato

concentrate planta from 5~ to 10, and fruit cocntrate

insallations f rom 6 to 11 during the same perLod. Overall, exporte

of processed vegeables and fruts have corne to repre sent 1.8% of



agricultural exports and around 3% of total exports.

Processed vegetables

Exports of processed vegetables reached US$102 million in

1992, representing 6.4% of total agricultural and agroindustrial

exports. These were mainly in the form of pulp and pastes <over 40%

share) , seeds (17%)>, dehydrated products (17%)>, and canned and

f rozen vegetables (10% and 9%, respectively).

Tomato is, by f ar, the most important vegetable used in

agroindustry. Processing capacity bas grown exponentially, f rom

17,000 tons of concezitrates and 5,600 tons of canned products in

1988, to 85,000 tons and 14,000 tons, respectively, in 1991. The

main output produced is tomato paste, followed by canned tomatoes

at considerable distance; production of tomato juices and sauces,

however, is currently marginal. one third of exports of tomato

concentrates go to Brazil, and about one quarter to the United

States.

Proces,4 Fruits

Exporte of processed fruits were about US$200 mi2llion in 1991,

representing 70% of total agroindustrial exports. The most

important among them are dehydrated fruits, with a 37% share, fruit

juices (32%), and canned and frozen fruits (13% and 12%,

respectively>.

The increase in foreign demand coupled with th~e rise in the

availability of abundant raw materiais have given an important

boost to national production of fruit juices, which traditionally

have not been important in the Chilaan agroindustrial sector.

çlearly, the surge in production of fresh fruit dQes not mean that

loo% of production qualifies for export. A significant minority

share of production {which varies by fruit) is lef t behind for

local consumption, and as input to agroindustry. With the

development of this sector, however, some new plantations have been

geared specifically to supply agroîndustry.

In 1989-92, 11. juice plants were among the most modemn in the



country. Exports of this product have grown sPectacularly, rising

from US$17 million in 1988 to US$76 million in 1-9.92 (a 4-50%

increase). Of these, apple juice represents 76% of the total, with

grape juice accounting for half the rest. The main mnarkets for this

product are the United States, f ollowed by Japan, Australia, and

Canada.

14.3 The chilsan Agri.cultural Seotor and >U.FTA

In case ghile joins NAFTA, the most likely outcome in

agriculture is a couple of bilateral treaties with Canada and the

U.S. This was the precedent established ini NAPTA for agriculture,

which happened bel are the completion of the GATT Uruguay Round

negotiations on agricultural issues, resulting ini a collection of

bilateral treaties between each pair of countries, rather than one
trilateral treaty, as was the case in ail other sectors. If Canada

can resolve GATT-NAFTA issues with the United States it uay be

possible to have an agricultural chapter that applies to all NAPTA

parties.

Chile already has an FTA with Mexico, which includes

agriculture. Under such agreemuent, only the producte subject ta the

price band muchanism (w.heat, sugar, and oilseeds) have been

exemted from either gradual or accelerated tariff eJ.imination.

In the event Chule starts negotiations ta join NAFTA, it is

likely that liberalization wili be slower in this sector, with

exception liats of sensitive gooda taking a period QI up to 10

years to becoe tully liberalized. Price bands are likely ta be the

most sensitive aspets in Chile' s agricultural sector for this

negotiation. Ini fact, price bands are the only tzru1y specia.

treatment that Chile applies in agriculture.

To keep~ thîngs~ in perspetive, however, it is fair to say that

Chile is probably more liberal than NARTA members in agricultur&1.

trade. Although Chilean tariIIs (set at 11%) are higher than those

of NFTA embrs, nontarif f barriers do flot exiet. Sanitary and

phytosanitary measuras a>re> not a significaxit b.arrier t imot



f rom North America. 9 And -- in sharp cotitrast to current NAFTA

Tneîbers- - the Chilean government gives no subsidies to agriculture

that cannot be justified strictly in economic terms.'
0)

The United States currently bas significant agricultural

import quotas, and bas obtained waivers f rom the GATT for them

every year since the 1950s; it also bas marketing orders which pose

severe restrictions to imports during the 'U.S. production season.

Mexico, on the other hand, has a government agency (CONASUPO) wbich

used to intervefle in f arm production, f ood processing and retail

sales. Canada, in turn, bas maintained a sophisticated supply

management system for agricultural products such as dairy, poultry

and eggs. Thus, agriculture remains bighly protected in ail three

countries.

GATT''s 'Uruguay Round is a significant step in the opening of

the agricultural sector on a multilateral basis. It establishes a

graduai liberalization process in the sector over 6 years for

industrial countries and lO years for developing nations. This

includes a commitment to eliminate virtually ail non-tarif f

barriers, converting these into tarif fs. In addition, tarif fs are

to be reduced by 36% over 6 years (from a 1986-88 base> . Export

subsidies will be scaled down by 36% in value and 21% in volume

over the implementation period. And domestic support programe wiîî

be cut by 20%.

The above provisions certainly support NAP'TA's liberalization

program. And Chule already complies with most of them (it bas no

non-tarif f barriers, nIo export subsidies and no domestic support

programs). Quoe sbould not get the idea, however, that free world

trade will prevail in agriculture. Even after full implementation

of the Uruguay Round' s agreements, this sector will remain the uiost

9 In case of Chile's accession to NAFTA, any remaining
disagreements in this matter are likej-y to be resolved througb the
Committee on Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures.

11) There is a subsidy to successul irrigation projects that
can help recover infertile lands.



distorted one in international. trade.

14.4 Business opportunitieu for Canada
Canada is a net exporter of agricultura1 goode, with exports

of about US$13 billion and imports of around US$9 billion per yaar.
As such, it stands to gain significantly from~ trade liberalization
in agriculture, botb in the GATT' s Uruguay round and t}urough
regional treaties like NAFTA. Chile is a relatively small market,
but may provide opportuni.ties for Canadian exporters ini traditional
crops such as wheat, barley, and oilseeds. In return, Chia.e has a
major competitive edge in fresh fruits and some segments of agro-
industry, whose exports are likely to benefit th~e most from an FTA.

The Chilean import-substituting agriculturai sector, 'uain.y
conaisting of traditional crops, is subjeot to price bauds, as
mentioned. There is no other f orm of protection such as quotas or
licenses, except for the general 11% ad-valorem tariff. These'iiuply
the imposition of variable import tarif fs, which are raised when
the international price f alla below the preestablished lower limit
of the band. The ,uegotiations prior to Chilean accession to NAPTA
could result in. a reduction of these imrport barriers.

The final sttu of protection for Cile's traditional crops
will depend on tjiree main issues: <a) the ixplementation of the
result of the recently completed Uruguay round of GATT ragarding
agricultural gos; (b) the evolut.iou of the process of
agricultural restructuring, currently under way in this sub-
sector;' and (c) the extent of liberalization for Chi3lean exports
grauted by Canada and the U.S. in agriculture and other sectors.

Indaed, NAP!TA specifis that parties sboul4 endeavor te wor1
towards doetic support maues that have minimal or no trade
distortion effecta, and measures that are exempted f rom any
applicable domestic support reduction negotiated under the GATT. If

11 Lower profitability and the prospects of trade izntegration
with countries such as Aretina, have promnpted a natural
restructuring process ini the traditional sector.



the GATT taiks are successful in limiting the degree of domestic
protection to agricultural producers, the Chilean import
substituting sector could face increasing foreign competition, in
particular f rom important grain producing countries such as Canada
and the Ujnited States.

In contrast, Chile's agricultural export sector is highly
competitive, and subsidies to, export activities are non-existing.
The main barriers for the development of this sector lie in tarif f
and non-tarif f barriers in the developed world. These are
particular.y high in processed products, like apple juice and
canned »fruits and vegetables. A reduction of these barriers
resulting from a free trade agreement would imply a substantial
increase in exports of these products, probably inducing the
adoption of new techno1ogies and new metholds of production in the
agroiîndustrial sector.

The experience of Canada in fruit growing and agroindustry
could prove valuable for the continuing expansion of these sectors.
In case Chule joins NAFTA, some large Canadian f irms may become
interested in establishing joint ventures with large local
producers or exporters, oriented to the international markets.
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15. TELECOQO(UNCATIONS

15.1 OverviSw

Until recently, this sector was almost completely under state

ownership. Following the privatizat.os in the second haîf of the

1980s, however, the situation reversed almost comPletely. Now al

important companues are in private hands.

The stroflg situation of the Chilean economy has allowed for

arnbitious telecomTnunications developmeit plans, which will imply a

boost in equipmeflt spendiiig that will reach US$500 million in 
1995

<See Table 1 in the Statistical Apperidix>.

15.2 Tlecommu±OatioDn services and products

In Chule there exists a variety of services defined by law.

These include public, limited, and intermediate services. Public

services are cîassi.fied ini f ixed. and mobile telephony, public

telegraphy, telex, data transmission and f aximile. Intermediate

services are defiried as those whicIh satisfy the needa of

transmissioni and commutation of public utility concessj.onaires..

Private entities cari provide for their owri tel ecommuni cations

needs. rIn such cases, the services are classified as U.w.±t.4, and

have nio access to the public network. PrJ.vate services are not

recognized explicitly iri the legisJ.ation, but also exist. These

include the rentiflg of infrastructure and equipment to

telecommunicatioi f irms. For example, the (stata-owned> national

petroleum company (ENAP) satisfies its telecommunication rieed.s

reriting infrastructure and equipent f rom the (privately owned>

national teJ.ecomuUi cation1s coiupany (ENTEL) . Some of the fi.rus

providirig each of the above services are detailed in Table 2 in the

Statistical Apperidix.

The mçst importanit single service is the local and long

distance telephoriy, with a share of approximately 50% of total

revenues ini the sectQr.



15.3 Market partîcipaxts

Ail this sector is currently under private hands. The only f
exceptions are the private and intermediate services demanded by
state-owned f irms, which are flot available to the public. At
present, there are eight companies that have concessions for the,
provision of public services. These are:

-Compaflla de Teléfonos de Chule (CTC, including CTC celular).
-Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (EN'E:L).

-VTR <including CNT and TELECOY>.

-Complejo Manufacturero de Equipos Telef6nicos OP'iET).
-Compafif a Telef6nica Manquehue (CTM).

- CID Comunicaciones <CIDCOM).

- Cooperativa Rural Eléctrica de Lianquihue (CRELL>.

-TELECOM (ENTEL is a share owner).

-VTR Celular (VTR is a share owner).

-TELEX Chile (including CHILESAT and CHILEPAÇ).

The Ch±Than TeIephone Company <CTC) was born as a modern
colnpany in 1927, when it was purchased by ITT. It functioned as aP
foreign-owned private entity until it was nationalized by the
Chilean government in 1971. In 1974, Chile's Development
Corporation <CORFO> acquired 89% of the shares of CTC. By 1986,
CORFO had reduced its share to 49%, and in 1988 CTC became totally
private.

CTC provides 95% of the national telephone service, including
the basic urban telephone services. CTC owflB approximately 95% of
ail telephone lines in Chile, and its principal business is to
provide local telephone services. Domestic long distance services
are provided between Santiago and Valparaiso-Vifia del MAar through
a microwave radio-link. Additionally, CTC operates a cellular
telephone network in those areas, and provides international long
distance services through rented circuits.

CTC bas designed a medium-tern development plan whose aim is
to satisfy fully the existing demand for basic telephone services,
improving their quality and zreliability. The main goals of this
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plan are presented in Table 3 of the Statistical Appendix.

The dynamic expansion of CTC and its potential growth in long

distance telephony has resulted in legal controversies with ENTEL,

the major long distance operator. A new telecommunications law is

currently under discussion in Congress. It will probably.result in

the segmentation of the market between local and long distance

telephony; the government's position is to allow CTC to participate

in both markets through separate companies. A rapid decision in

this matter would facilitate prompt operation of a dialled

multicarrier system, which allows for free choice among competing

long distance carriers.

The National Telecommunications Company (ENTEL) was originally

created as a state-owned monopoly for long-distance communications.

Its main source of income is still long-distance telephone services

--both national and international-- which represent about 80% of

total revenues (mainly due to the demand generated by CTC) . The

company has a microwave trunk network, transverse links and

satellite links for national and international communications. In

addition to telephony, it offers a selection of services ranging

from telegraphy and data links to television signals and radio

transmission and videoconferencing.

Until 1989, ENTEL maintained a monopolistic position in the

long-distance market. This changed in 1990 with the entry of

CHILESAT, a company providing national and international long

distance services. With the possible entry of a CTC subsidiary in

this market, ENTEL will probably face increasing competition.

ENTEL has a number of subsidiary companies, such as SATEL

(providing all types of telecommunication services) and TELECOM

(providing cellular telephone services).

VTR is a private Chilean company that started to operate in

Santiago in the early 1980s, providing mainly data transmission

services and especially telex. At present it has extended its

operation to other areas such as computer services and informatics.
VTR has the concession for a númber of public

telecommunication services, including cellular telephony, data



transmission; it has recently started to ýprovide intermediate
services. The latter was authorized with the purpose of opening up
competition in the long distance communications field. Thus, VTR
appears as an alternative to ENTEL for users of long distance
telephoine services.

A point worth mentioning ie the foreign participation in t he
ownership of several of the largest telecommunications companies.
Telefônica de Sspafla and foreign ADR holders own nearly 70% of CTC:
Telefônica de Espafla and -- until recently-- the Chase Manhattan
Bank and Banco Santander owned 40% of ENTEL; Italcable owns 25% of
VTR; Bell South owns 50% of CIDCOM cellular; and so on.Moreover,
some of these stock blocks have been changîng hands with no
objection from the autbority. In fact, there is widespread
impression that fore ign ownership and f ree Tiovement within the
sector lias facilitated its very dynaiuic growth.

15.4 Regulation of the public services
The provi>sion and operation of telecommunicat ions services,

systems and equipment in Chide is regulated by the
Telecomiicat<ons Law, which specifies which telecomnications
services require a concession (permit) f rom the Undersecretary of
?elecommunicat ions. Among those services requiring a concession are
public, intermdiate and limited services.

Conlcessions are valid for a f ixed period of time and *iay apply
only within a specified geographic area. By virtue of raceiving the
concession, the holder is obliged to provide services to all
par-ties requesting the service in the area of the concession for a
specified period of time. The concession holder must aiso provide
service to those users located otside the concession area w»io ar-e
wiJ.ling to pay for the extensionis needed to provide the service.

Teclinical rules have ben stablished governing the routing,
trasmision, signalling aasignment of numbers in the Chilean

telephone network. Every nIew installation mutcomply with~ these
technical specifÏçatiqn stf orth by the Undersecretazy of
Telecomuicat ions. Non- compiae of tbese norms can carry the



consequençe of terminatiflg a concession.

Along with technical norms and concessions, the

Tel ecommunIficat ions Law provides that, ingeneral, prices for

telecommunication services should be established by market forces.

Nonetheless, if the Antitrust Commission, charged with assuring

free markcet conditions in various sectors of the Chilean econony,

determifles that market forces are distorted in a given sector of

the industry, prices and tarif fs will be regulated. This is the

case for local basic telephone services, where natural monopolies

exist.

In the regulated sector, the structure, level and indexing of

user tarif fs are f ixed by a decree issued by the Uridersecretary of

Telecollmufical ionls and the Ministry' of Economics. The procedure to

determine sucbh tarif fs is based on an economic model designed ta

resuit in tariffs for various te1ep1hone services which reflect the

real cost of providiflg those services, including a given rate of

returfi on capital. This tarif f-f ixing process takes place every

f ive years, and resuits in the setting of maximum tarif fs. The law

also establishes the prohibition for service providers to

discrimiflate amoflg users in the same concession area.

Durillg 1993, the government introduced a bill ta Congress for

a new telecouuicat ions law. one of the main elezueuts of that law,

would be to reinforce the technica. capabilities of the

Undersecretariat <Subsecretaria de Telecomunicaciones -SUBTEL)

which, until now, has proven rather weaIç, uXIderbudgeted and

technicaly unprepared to resiet the lobbyîng power of the

telecomuflicati0InB companies and groups.

15.5 Dvelopmt~ in pri.vate services

Chule was the first country in Latin America to of fer private

telecommunic>ation~ networlcs and i~s today the most teclinologically

advaniced country inI the region. In spite of being a relatively

small country in. the region, it hoids about hia)f of ail private .

data transmission circuits in L~atin. America.

This sector is open and very competitive. The CTC Data Red



Comipany (a CTC subsidiary> of fers private digital services in data

transmission. Aiea, Entel Data <an ENTEL subsidiary> off fers package

commuting, also provided by VTR and Chule Pac. In 1990, Chule

introduced the International Business Service <IBS), a private

telecommunication system thrcugh satellite that allows Chule ta be

connected ta the rest of the world. This is .reckoned to be one of

the most important tools designed in the telecommunications field

in the last f ive years to help the development of organ4zations and
f irrns.

Chule was the first country in Latin America where cellular

telephone services began to operate. At present, these are

spreading around the continent, with more than 200, 000 cellular

telephones in operation. There are four companies that of fer the

cellular telephone service in Chile, two for each concession zone.

There is roam>ing among them, that is, the possibility to use the

saine cellular telephane in every geographîcal location. The market

is highly competitive, and this has resulted in the lowest cost of

service in Latin America. The total number of cellular telephozies

and the service cost in saine Latin American cauntries is presented
in Table 4 of the Statistical Appendix.

15.6 Compat±hility v±th NATTA
NAFTA's Chapter 13 sets the rules for participating countries

with respect to:

(a> measures related to the accesa and use of public

telecommunications transport networks;

(b> measures related to the provision of enhanced value 9added
services;

(c> stanidards -related measures related to the attachnent of
terminal équipet te public networks.

The establishmnent anid provision of long>-distance telephone and
other basic services wer purposely excluded f rom th Nc T

negotiations. The. reason was that the market lias beei oranized
around regulated monopolies. Whle in Chile there is no restrictioni
of accession to the installationwn operation of basic telephony,
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it is flot expected that this would be a t opic for negotiation.
The emphasis of the Chapter is in ensuring equal treatment toenhanced value-added services, as well as common North Axnericanrules for providers and users of telecommunications and computerservices. The agreement is expected to create a more competitive

envirofiment for telecom equipment coinpanies. The Chapter alsoestablishes a common approach for the standardization of thetelecom eguipment attached to public networks, and sets Up aTelecommunications Standards Sub-Committee.
A few identifiable points of discrepancy between Chileanlegisiation and Chapter 13 are the following:
(a> There are restrictions in Chule to interconnect privatelyleased or owned circuits to the public 'network. Thisinterconnection is explicitly prohibited in Chule because it omitsthe cost of use of the public network w<hich is implicit in the

regulated tarif f.
(b) The pricing 0f private services could also represent adisorepancy, as NAFTA contemplates only a f lat rate; in Chile theprice would be freely negotiated. between user and supplier (Law

18.268, article 29).
(c) With respect to standards, Article 1304 section 6 requireseach country to accept tests and results f rom laboratories ini theterritory of another member country. This may face technicalobjections from the regulatory agency in the Chilean government

(SUBTEL).

A matter where hio objections are anticipated is that ofcondi.tions for the provision of enhanced 'value-added services. Atpresent, there is freedom in the provision of many services underagremntwith the concessionaire of public telephone services,subject to the fulfillment of technicaî conditions which arecompatible to those ini Article 1303.
A final word about Article 1305 (Monopolies) and Article 1306(Transparency) Monopolies in Chile are regulated not only throughtarif £5 and tecl'mical standards, The J.argeet Chilean tej.ephonecompany --CTC-- is a public corporation which trades in both the
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Chilean and New York stock exchanges. As suci, it is subiject to the
scrutiny of governmenta and independent private audji.ors, and it
fulfills ail the requisites set forth in NAFTA.

As for transparency, due ta the dynamism of the sector, thelack of an up-to-date legisiation (the new telecoms law lias been indiscussion in Congress since mid 1992), and a rather intensive
lobbying by the largest companies (which lias included several legal
fi.ghts), the regulatary environment of the sector lias lacked full
transparency. Being an exception, as it is, ta the normal
governmenta. procedures, it lias created a certain clirnate of
uncertainty among investors. Chilean telecammunicat ions is a sector
that cauld certainly benèfit from tlie disciplines inmposed by a
NAFTA negotiation.

15.7 Opportui± ieu for Canadian Suppliera of Goode and Sevie
The tel ecammunicat ions sectar in Chule can be characterized as

extremely dynamic and conipetitive bath in public and private
services. Ireclnological developments, however, have gone faster
than the. goverlnent's regulatory capacity. In any event, the
openness of the Chulean economy and the strong perspectives for
this sector in the near future open up business oppartunities for
firme providing technologically advanced equipment and specialize4
consultantship ini telecommunications.

Opportunities in the tel ecommuni cations sector are highlighted
by CTC's medium-term. develapment plan, whose total investment --
principally in equipment and technology- - will topple US$1. 5
billion during the next 5 years. This is clearly the mainx
investment program in the industry. Siualler cowipanies part icipating
in the telea muncation sector, however, have aggressive epanion
plans of their own. In a fast-growing country that has privatized
its telecommnicat ions sector relatively receitiy, i~t is li1kely
that this indusry wiii grow more than Chile's GDP for many years
to corne.

floreover, as mentioned, entry into Chile' s telcmunctin
sector is open to ail companies., regardless of their country of
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origin, and no restrictions to foreign ownership apply. This stands

in sharp contrast to Canada's restriction on foreign ownership of

telecommunications companies, set at a maximum of 20 percent.

Unlike the case of Mexico, for example, no special protection

applies to the import of telecommunications equipment into Chile,

other than the flat 11% tariff. In case of Chile's accession to

NAFTA, Canadian suppliers will gain a competitive edge over non-

NAFTA suppliers, to the extent of this 11% tariff. Sources

consulted in the major telecom companies of Chile have even

expressed their regret about not having more aggressive Canadian

suppliers in telecom equipment for telephone lines, rural

communications, mobile phones, and private service terminals.
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16. FIXMiCIAL SERVICES

16.1 Overview

Chile's financial sector has suffered a prof ound

liberalizati.on that started in 1974. Since then, it bas experienced

major progress and high technification. Today, it is probably the

most developed f inancial market in ail Latin America. This process

of development, however, bas flot been smooth. Indeed, the

development ýof the financial system can be divided roughly in three

phases:

(a) 1975-1981. In this period, -the f inancial system was

deregulated almost completely. Interest rates were set free, and

entry to the banking industry was allowed. The capital account was

gradually liberaJ.ized. At the beginning of the 1980s, the Chilean

f inancial legisiation -- both for the domestic market and for

international capital f lows-- was extremely liberal.

(b) 1982-84. Due to the economic crisis of 1982-83, and the

massive indebtedness incurred by the banks, some regulations came

back; in 1983, the authorities even intervened the administration

of the two principal private banks.

(c> 1985-1993. Drawing on the lessons of the 1982-1983 crisis,

regulations were improved and the regulatory power of the

authorities (the superintendencies> was enhanced. Later on, in

1985, the intervened banks were reprivatized. In the second haîf of

the 1980s, the Chilean f inancIi.l sector and capital markets

experienced fast growth. Institutional investors, especially
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pension funds and insurance companies, started to play a major role

in the market.

16.2 The banking sector

For many years, the Chilean banking sector was wide open for

both national and f oreign institutions. Witness of this is the fact

that, for a relatively amail market as the Chilean, there are 36

commercial banks and 4 financial houses (IIfinancierast">. TNenty

three out of the 36 banks, or almost two-thirds of the total, are

foreign. Ail domestic banks but one (Banco del Estado) are private,

and have been so for about 15 years." Fore ign banks account for 20%

of assets of the banking system, and 15% of its equity (See Table

1 in the Statistical Appendix).

The operation of the Chilean banking sector is regulated by

the General Banking Law (DFL No. 252), which dates back to 1960,

and whose main modification todk place in November 1986. A new

project modifying the banking law is currently under discussion in

congress; its main provision is the opening of new lines of

business for banks.13 The Superintendency of Banks and Financial

institutions is the entity charged with the enforcement of the law

and the regulations.

12 It must be noted, however, that several domestîc banlcs were
intervened in January 1983. Although they rejuained under private
ownership, their administration was nominated by the State for a
f ew years until tbey were capitalized by private investors,

13 The project also redefines capital adequacy standards, and
presents new rules for the payment of subordinated debt (this is
the debt that soins ban]ca still have with the Central Bankc as a
result of the 1982-83 crisis).
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Regulati.ons affocting foreigu baraks

In principle, foreign banks can establîsh in Chile under one

of two options:- through a subsidiary, or through a representation

office. The latter, of course, is much more limited than the former

(a representation of fice, for example, cannot obtain deposits f rom

the public) In case a foreign bank decides to establish a

subsidiary, it also faces two alternatives: through an agency

depending directly f rom headquarters, or f orming 'aChilean

corporation.

The Superintendency can repeal an application for the

establishment of a foreign bank in two cases:

(a> If the by-laws of the specific foreign bank enter into

conflict with Chile's General Banking Law.

(b) If the foreign entity does not offer enough guarantee

about its solvency, and thus may endanger the domestic financial

market.

Traditionally, (b) has implied that only banks with

international recognition have been able to establish themselves in

Chile, thus denying this possibility to banks incorporated in

11fixiancial heavensl' and "of f-shore centers". Indeed, the

Superintendency >did not approve the establishment of BCCI in Chile

when the bank applied for it. Analogously, the law f orbids the

incorporation of national banks whose owners do not have a well-

known and solid reputation.

It is worth noting that this legielation does flot imply

discrimination, as it reaches for the maximum solvency of the
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banking entities wishing to participate in the Chilean market.

The exclusion of dubious banks incorporated in f inancia]. heavens

implies juat prudence.

In practice, bowever, the authorities will flot approve today

applicationis to establish new banks ini the Chilean market. This

stems f rom a diagxiosis that there are too many banke operating in

the domeutic market, and the authorities would likie the current

ones to strengthen. Thus, they encourage joint ventures betweeu

local and foreign banks, especially in the case of weak local banks

teaming up with stronger f oreign partners. Thus, the only practical

way for a foreign bank to establish ini Chile is through one of two

ways: a joint venture with a local bank, or a direct purchase of a

domestic bank.

The General Banking Law indicates that foreigu institutions

establi8hed in Chile must comply with the same legislation and

regulations as their domestic counterparts. This is reflected, for

example, ini the need to f orm a local. board of directors (without

restriction of nationality> , ini case the bauk chooses to establj.sh

a subsidiary.

The law does flot dis crimiate betweeri fore ign and domestic

banks. Foreign banke are entitled to the same rights and duties as

domestic baxiks. Also, the foreign Ùank cannot irivoloe rights derive4

from its iiationality. As an exampie, small deposits (wehri

f oreigu or in domestic banks> are equally covered by state

insurance.

The minimum capital reguired for the establishiment of a ban3c
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is around US$10 million, independent of the bank' s nationality.

However, foreign banks cannot publicize the capital and assets of

their headquarters without also publicizing these same variables

f or the subsicliary.

16.3. Insurance co=paDJ.es

The insurance market has experienced signif icant growth in

Chile since the Tnid-1980s. Fart of this growth is due to the

evolution of the Chilean economy, but most of it stems f rom the

development of private pension funds <present assets close to US$14

billion, or more than one third of GDF> . Thus, the fastest growing

segment of the market for many years has been if e insurance,

closely tied to the provision of old-age, disability, and survival

pensions.

out of a total of 20 general insurance companies in Chile, 7

are owned by foreigners, and have a substantial share of the

market: they account for 61% of the assets, 31% of the capital, and

25% of the profits. Life insurance companies total 26, with il

under foreign ownership. The latter have a majority share of the

market (more so than in general insurance) , with 52% of total

assets, 41% of capital and 55% of the profits.

The operation of insurance companies is regulated by DFL No25l

of 1931. In contrast to the situation in the banking sector, this

legislation does not provide for the establishment of foreign

subsidiaries or agencies of foreigi inslurance companies. The law

establishes that insurance activities' can be performed only by
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corporations that participate exclusively in the insurance

business. Thus, foreign institutions wishing to participate in this

market must constitute a corporation directly.

Foreigni competition is assured by allowing the free

contracting of insurance with foreign f irms abroad. These

operations are subi ect to the same taxes affecting insurance with

domestic companies.

The law aJ.lows the contracting of insurance with foreîgn

f irms, provided the foreign institutions comply with the f ollowing

requisites:

(a) Capital of at least UP' 300.0001~" (US$7.5 million approxc,)

<b) The foreign entity must certify that it is lega3.ly

conatituted in the f oreign coun~try.

(c) The foreign entity must ceztity that, in conformity with

the respective foreign legisiation, it has no hindrance for the

provision of insurance abroad.

16.4 securities trading

The trading of securities in Chile is regulated by the

Securities Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) , wich dates bakt

1981. This activity La performed by two types of interuiediaries:

stock brokeurs and securities dealers (agencias de valores>,

measue by total~ asseta, the size of the stock brokers market

1. The UP' (Uxidad de uoeto) is a unit of constant purcbasing
power that f luctuates daily according to the evolut ion of the
Chile!'s CPI 4uring the preios month. As of December 20, one. UF
was worth Ch$10,619, or about US$25.
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approached US$1 billion in June 1993. Firms under foreign owriership

accounted for one f ifth of total assets; another important share

(37%) was held by subsidiaries of domestic banks. The shares in

total capital were 23% and 24%, respectively. Total assets under

management of securities dealers surpassed US$500 million in June

1L993, with almost 70% of these belonging to the foreign-owned

companies. (See Table 3 in the Statistical Appendix.>

According to the Securities Law, the requirements of capital,

solvency, and liquidity are set through general regulat ions by the

Superintendency of Securities and Insurance, (Superintendencia de

Valores y Seguros). The operation of stock brokers and securities

dealers can be performed only through the establishment of a

corporation in Chile, that must be registered at the

Superintendency. Other activities that have the same requisite are

mutual funds, capital funds, risk classification companies,

financial consultants, and so on.

As noted previously, the legislation only provides for the

requisites established by the Superintendency. So, besides f rom the

need to eetablish a corporation and other adequacy standards, there

is no discrimination between securities dealers or stock broker's

owned by foreign or doinestic capital.

16.5 Ch±1oean Finaiicial Services and NAPTA

The need to have a separate NAFTA chapter for f inancial

services stem from the rather particular characteristica of this

sector: (a) trade in f inancial services dif fers substantially f rom
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trade in goods; <b> the f inancia. sector is more regulated than

most other sectors; and <c) countries have adopted national

approaches to regulation that are flot only different, but sometimes

even incompatible.

Additionally, some f inancial services require active presence

of the supplier of the service near the customer (e.g. retail

brokering, consumer lbans, retail deposit gathering, etc.>, while

others can ben provided through a Il long- distance"I approach <e.g.

boans to large corporations by international banks, underwriting of

securities for corporations, etc.) . In one case, the relevant issue

will be that of the right of establishment, while on the other it

will be that of freedcm in cross-border transactions.

To further complicate negotiations in the f inancial sector,

proper attention has to be given to existing national regulatory

sehemes, which cannot be dismantled in the short run without severe

damage to the host country. NAFTA clearly accepta this principle,

and in Article 1410 states that nothing in the agreent shal

prevent th.e Signatory Party f rom: protecting investors, depositors

and other market participants; maintaining the safety, soundness,

and integrity of itga f inancial institutions, and eneuring the

solvency and stability of its financial system.

Just as Canada and the U.S. have adopted contrasting

approaches for the regulat ion of their f inancial isiuin

Chile has its own regulatory approach <as mentioned before). With

respect to ownership restrictions, Chile, Canada adthe U.S.A.

have aliuost no baresta f oreign ownership in the banking sector.
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Regarding entry requirements, it Le closer to Canada,'s legisiation,

as Lt lias strict entry requirements and proportionately fewer

banks. On power setting, Chile differs f rom both Canada and the

U.S., as powers are set by rule, and flot determined on a case-by-

case basis.

In one area, there is a major differeuce between Chile and

both Canada and the U.S.: the responsibility of provincial

governments ini Canada and state governments in the U.S. in

regulating the f inancial sector. Because Chile is a unitary nation,

only the central government has the power to regulate, and

regulations have nation-wide validity.

To keep things in perspective, h.owever, Lt is important to

contrast chile's situation to that of Mexico, ýwhose banking sector

was completely nationalized in the earj.y 1980s, and only recently

has been privatized. Moreover, for many years only one foreign bank

<Citibank> operated in Mexico, and the sector was closed to foreign

participation. This situation lias changea very recently, with the

economic reforms that Mexico lias undertaken, and due to its

incorporation to NAFTA. Mexico wili allow Canadian banks,

securities dealers, and insurance companies to establish wholly

owned subsidiaries or to buy existing f irms starting in 1994. But

a limit on the overaîl share of foreign f irms in f inancial market

will apply during a transition period of 6 years <which could be

extended if the foreigu share goes over 25% of the market).

Chile's f inancial industry, on the contrary, lias been quite

open for many years. Af ter a prola.feration of local and foreign
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banks in the late 1970s, the authorities decided not to accept more

applications to open new banks. This was importantly influenced by

the 1982-83 crisis, and by the authorities' perception that the

banking sector was overextended. In any case, this restriction does

not discriminate between local and foreign investors.

A negotiation of Chile's accession to NAFTA would therefore

differ to that with Mexico in at least two aspects: (a) Mexico was

a very closed market and Chile is very open; and (b) Mexico is a

very large and potentially attractive market, whereas Chile is a

smaller market. As a consequence, Mexico had a large stake to trade

in for concessions in other sectors. Chile's objective, on the

other hand, may be focused on gaining additional access to the

NAFTA-expanded financial markets and to facilitate the flow of

financial services to and from Chile.

one important aspect in facilitating the opening of these

markets and the flow of funds and cross-border services may be the

mutual recognition of national regulatory institutions as

responsible for the solvency and soundness of financial

institutions. The same is true for regulatory agencies responsible

for overviewing stock markets and stock transactions.

A final word is necessary about Canadian financial

institutions. In spite of the openness of Chile's financial

industry, and of the participation of 23 foreign banks in this

market, it is important to mention that only two Canadian banks

(Bank of Nova Scotia and National Bank of Canada) have

participation in the Chilean market through their ownership of
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minority stock (29% and 9%, respectively> positions in two Chilean

banks (Sudamericano and Osorno). It is possible, therefore, that

Chile'1s policy of flot approving the applications of new banks could

be contested by Canada in case of Chile's accession to NAFTA. In

such a case, this issue could become part of the negotiation

process. Under the current law and regulations, Canadian capital

may own insurance companies, securities dealers, or purchase an

existing bank <or enter into a joint venture with an established

bank>, but will not'be allowed to open new banks.
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17. EEG

17.1 Overviow

The Chilean energy sector is widely heterogenous, both in the

market structure and orientation of each sub-sector, and in the

structure of property. Oil exploitation and refining are still in

the hands of the state, although distribution is made by private

f irma. On the other hand, electricity generation and transmission

is now rnainly under private ownership, after the privatization

round of the second half of the 1980s.

National consumption of energy is diversified among a number

of sources. Fetroleum is by f ar the most important source,

representing 42'% of total energy consurnption. Hydroelectricity,

natural gas, coal, and f irewood corne at a considerable distance,

accounting for around 14%~ of total consumption each (see Table 1

the Statistical Appendix>.

17.2 Petrolsum

For a long time, the production of oil in Chile has been in

decline,, with the slow depletion of existing f ields, and the lack

of significant new discoveries of reserves. Nowadays, close to 80%

of national consumption is imported. Thus, the main activities in

this sector are the import of crude, its transportation and

refining, and the distribution of refined products to final users.

The petroleun sector lias been liberalized progress4vely since

the mid-1970s. Prices are now freely deterTnined by the market for
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ail petroieum products. There is f ree entry to import, refine, 
and

distribute oÎl in Chile. With the filat 11% tarif f as the oniy

import barrier, prices of oil and oul derivatives move aiong 
with

worid prices.

Exploration anid exploitation

A nurnber of sedimentary basins have been studied aiong the

Chilean territory, representiflg a total area of nearly 300,000

square kilometers. They are located inainly in the straits of

Magellan, the southernmfost end of the central valley, 
and northern

Chule. of these, the moBt significant and the onliy one under

current exploitation is the Magellan basin, which represents 29% of

the total area.

The oniy compafly pursuing exploitation is the state-owned

Empresa Nacional de Petroleos (ENAP) . This is explained by the f act

that, under constitutionai mandate, the state is the 
soie owner of

ail hydrocarbon deposits. Nonetheiess, the state can pursue

exploration and exploitation in association with national or

foreign private investors. The iaw provides several incentives for

these joint ventures, in the f orm of speciai petroieum-operation

contracts. These are risk-contracts guaranteeing the contractor a

previously agreed compensation in petroleum (that can be exported

or purchased by the State> . In addition, when authorized by the

Presidency, the contractor may be granted speciai tax treatments

(which include a 'reduction for 10% to 100% of payable income tax) .

Severai explorations through risk-contracts with American and
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Canadian f irms (Hunt-USA, Hamilton-Norcen-USA, Maxus-USA, Eurocan-

Canada> have been pursued in northern Chule. To date, however, the

resuits have flot been promising.

Refinl.ng and distribution

There are two refineries and a topping plant in Chule, all of

them subsidiaries of the National Petroleum Company (ENAP) . Each

ref inery is located near a main urban center, one in Con-Con (close

to Santiago and Valparaiso-Viia del Mar), the other in Concepci6n.

The distribution of liquid fuels has been traditionally

handled by three big companies: ESSO Chule (since 1913>, SHEILL

Chule (since 1919> and' COPEC (established in 1934). In 1979,

however, a change in the regulat ion allowed a number of new,

smaller f irms to start operations. In addition to the three

traditional f irms, six new companies now operate un the market

(ABASTIBLE, APEX, COMAR, ENEX, GAZPESA, and TEXACO).

17.3 El.ctric power

Traditionally under public sector ownership, the electric

power sector was privatized almost couipletely between 1985 and

1989, both in generation and distribution. In fact, it has become

one of the most dynamic sectors in the econouy, and one that

concentrates a substantial share of stock-market transactions.

Newly privatized companies in this sector have been the

pioneers in the internat ionali zat ion of Chilean enterprises. ENDESA

and ENERSIS, for example, have actively participated un Latin
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Aznerica' s privatization process, and now own a signif icant share of

electricity generation and distribution in Argentina. Mor e

recently, Chilean companies have been looking with great interest

at Peru's privatizations in the electric power sector.

Generation

Due to ChXle's geographical f eatures, the electric power

sector is physically divided into four independent areas. In the

f ar nortb, the plants supplying the local interconnected eystem are

mostly coal- or oil-burniiig thermoelectric plants. In central Chile

- -an area covering nearly 92% of the country' s total population--

the local interconnected system is suppli'ed inainly by hydropower.

Finally, in the southern area of the country -- a region of guite

difficult access- electric power is generated either by smalj.

hydroelectric plants or by oul and diesel. Due to the scant

population of the area, most plants supply only specific locations,

such as Punta Arenas or Puerto Natales. A decomposition of electric

installed capacity by type of generation is provide4 in T!able 2 of

the Statistical Appendix.

Electricity generat ion is open to private capital by

concession, with a pricing acheme regulated by state agencies. The

main principle behind this regulated pricing system ia the charging

of marginal coete in the prices to distrîbutors. Generation

companies are allowed, however, to selI energy directly to big

consumers under a freely set price.

This sector is in private hands, except for the Colb~Un-
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Machicura hydroelectric plant which is stili under public sector

control.

Disutribution

The distribution, of energy to fiînal consumers is separated

f rom its generation, except in the southern part of the country.

Because electricity distribution companies are natural monopolies,

their pricing system is also regulated. The maximum tarif fa that

can be charged are computed every four years taking as a basis a

model comnpany, witb. typical consumer density and a representative

cost structure.

17.4 Coal

As with petroleum, the state is legally the sole owner of all

coal fields. The possibility for exploration and exploitation of

coal by private investors is available only under concession.

Concessions are, by law, a real and immovable right. Thus, the

conicessi.on holder has exclusive rights to freely explore and

exploit his dlaim.

Ownership in the coal sector is mixed. Coal exploitation is

concentrated in one state company (ENACAR) and three pri.vate f irîns

<SCH*WAGER, CARVILLE, and COCAR) . Of these, ENACAR has suf fered deep

fiziancial probleius over the last coup2le of years, and has avoided

bancruLptcy only through heavy subsidies f rom the state. The reason

for this de.cisiou is the dependence of some 150,000 people --

located in a highly concentrated geographical area- - on these
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mining works. The government has insisted, however, that this is a

temporary measure used only to give the opportunity for cost

reduction and modernization.

The main reserves of coal are located in the 8th, loth and

mainly in the l2th regions (see Table 3 in the Statistical

Appendix). çonsideriiig only demonstrated reserves <about 600

millions of metric tons), the Chilean demand for thermal coa. can

be met for about 150 years. This demand reflects mainly the use 
of

coal by ther'noelectric power plants. But because these plants

operate as a suppleinent to the hydropower stations (because of cost

considerations) actua. demand for coal depends critically on the

unpredictable behavior of hydrology. The main end users of coal are

industry and înining.

17.5 Gao

Gas fuels used in Chule inclwde natural gas and manufactured

gaw. Until now, natural gas bas been produced only as a by-product

of petroleum exploitation in the Magellan area, and bas keen use4

only in the surroundings of that area. A new project, however, 
is

likely to change this situation. If this goes as scheduled, a

pipeline will supply natural gas f roxu Argent ina te the central.

region of Chile.

Manufactured gas is produced trom naphtba cracking procesises,

and bas keen used mai.nly in the Santiago area. In other parts of

the country, mxanufatured gas. is produced ini steel mills (as in

Concepci&6n) or lby coal distilation. Also, since 1978 GASCO, the
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now private distributor of gas in Santiago, has been conducting

studies for production and use of biogas f rom trash landf ills. This

project lias been succesaful, and biogas now provides over 30% of

manufactured gas in Santiago.

The incentives for natural gas exploration and exploitation

are similar to those given for petroleum operations. That is, the

contractor receives an agreed compensation and has the possibility

of receiving a tax deduction.

Natural gas is a competitive substitute for the more expensive

imported fuels. So far, however, natural gas lias only been f ound in

the southern area of Magallanes. Distance makes it unfeasible to

send it to the more industrialized central region. This situation

could eventuaJ.ly change if the new pipeline that could bring

natural gas f rom Argentina goes through, or f rom discoveries of new

sites.

17.6 Chile's Ensrgy Sector and NAPTA

As a large exporter of energy products (US$16 billion in

1991>, Cauada's interest is clearly in the side of liberalization.

of the energy sector. Chile --although a net importer of oil, coal

and (in the near future> gas-- will certai.nly support this goal.

Indeed, Chile's energy sector is very liberal, and it is unlikely

to cause any significant conflict in future NAFTA negotiations.

Prices of energy products are freely deteriuined by the market

for all produets, except those where a natural monopoly exiet. The

latter is the case of electricity distribution, where *a clear
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regulation exist, and prices are set on the basis of marginal costs

(as they should be). Foreign investors are allowed to participate

in ail sub-sectors. And imports are subject to the regular, flat

11% tarif f as the only trade barrier. Thus, the Chilean Government

will quicki.y agree to one of NAFTA's rules for the sector: the

commitment not to apply restrictions on imports or exports (except

in limited situations).

The onIly departure f rom a totally 3iberal setting is t1hat

Chile's Constitution stipulates that the state is the sole owner of

ail hydrocarbon deposits. As such, private exploration and

exploitation of hydrocarbon fields can only occur under concession

f rom the state. This restriction, however, is unJ.ikely to create a

conflict in Chile'& NAFTA negotiations, for several reasons.

First, the concessions regime .is transparent~ and full of

incentives, and has already attracted foreign companies (including

Canada's EUROCAN). Second, Chile's regime is f ar less restrictive

than Mexico's, whose state-owned PEMEX controls virtually

everything in the petroleum sector (exploration, exploitation,

refining, processing, and pipelining). Third, Canada's provincial

governments also have the ownership of energy resources. And

f inally, the Qwnership restriction applies to the hydrocarbon

sector, which is not Chile's most attractive. Furthexmore, Chule is

unlikely to demand protection of supply provisions in an eventual

negotiatiow with NAFTA, because NAFTA countries are not signif icant

suppliers of energy produots to Chule.
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17.7 Potential for Canadian Buoineuues in Chile'. Energy Sector

Over the last 10 years, average annual investmrent in the oil

sector has been close to US$150 million, of which less than one

third has gone into exploration. This has been clearly insufficient

ta prevent a significant decline in the national production of

crude petroleum. Chilean authorities thus have a clear interest in

attracting foreign investors into this sector. This presents an

opportunity for Canadian f irms to become involved in the

exploration and eventual exploitation of new sites. A Canadian f irm

(EUROCAN> has already participated in exploration through risk-

contracts in the northern regian of Chile, although so f ar with

negative resulta.

It is important to bear in mmnd, however, that the gas

pipeline f rom Argentina {which will supply natural gas ta the

central region of Chile> will, likely reduce the, demand for crude

derivatives. But the transition f ram ail ta ýgas will nat be

instantaneous. The public transportation system, for example, would

face important technological changes in the process of- transforming

diesel engines ta gas-fueled engines.

Canadian f irms may also participate in Chile's ail sector

through the supply of equipment and spare parts ta new and existing

operations. The distribution of refined ail and derivatives is also

fully open ta foreîgn campanies.

As with ail distribution, electricity generation and

transmission are open ta private capital, and th~us Carnadian f irms

can participate directly in the development of new plants.
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Also, most oi the machinery and equipment used in the

construction of these plants (turbines, generators, transformers,

etc.) is imfported. Nearly 20%6 of this equipment cornes from the USA,

with ather important suppliers being Germany, France, Japan and

Brazil. The strong expansion that this sector will experience in

the near future opens an interestiflg area for Canadian f izms ta get

a share af this market.

The largest reserves of coal existing in Chile are located in

the f ar south, which makes it diffi.cult to use thern in the central

region. Also, the declining production oi the state-owned BNACAR

bas already meant that some local coal consumption bas been met 
by

foreign suppliers.

Canada bas been one of the main suppliers of imparted

metallurgical and bituminous coal (54.7% and 11.0% oi total

imports, respectively, as shown in Table 4)>. Strong competition can

be axpected, however, f rom other suppliers like Colouibia, with

large reserves and low production costs.

one of the main opportunities for ioreign f irms in the Chilean

gas sector is in the exploration and exploitation of new reserves.

A Canadian f irm bas participated tbrougb ris]ç-contracts in oil and

gas exploration in narthern Chile, althougb resuits have not been

encouraging.

As ment ioned, the future construction of the gas pipeli4ne f rom

Argentina to central Chile may imply a reconversion of the public

transportation services, switching f ram diesel to gas use. The

supply of equipment for this 'InewIl fuel,. used in a massive scale,
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could provide interesting business opportunities for Canadian

f irms.

The possibility of using natural gas as raw material in the

development of new industrial operat ions such as inethanol or

ammonium-urea plants in the Magellan area is also present.
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18. MINING





18.1 Ovrvîew

Chile has traditionally been labeled as a mining country.

During the, XIX century it was the world' s largeat copper producer.

Early in the XX century it became the largest nitrate producer of

the world. As of 1993, Chule is the world's largest producer and

exporter of copper (22% of total world exports)>, potassium nitrate

and sodium nitrate. The country is also the largest world producer

of rbenium, lithium, lodine and molybdenum; the f ifth largest

producer of boron; the seventb largest producer of selenium; the

eighth largest producer of silver; and the ninth largest producer

of gold.

The mining sector's contribution to GDP was 6.6% in 1992 <see

Table 1 ini the Statistical Appendix). But the importance of this

sector cannot be underestimated, as the share of mining products in

total exports was 47% on that year. Copper exports represented 82%

of this total. Copper mining bas been mainly in the banda of the

state for the last twenty years, through the Corporacion del Cobre

(CODEC) w hich represented 57% ,of total copper exporte in 1992.

More recently, however, the development of new private mines (of

which Escondida i<q the largeet> has led to a aignificant decline i~n

the pulic sector' s share in copper mining.

In recent y'ears the mining sector bas attracted a miajor share

of foreign invesment. In the period Janar-October 193 the

mining secor accounted for 45.7% of the almoet US$2 bil2lion of
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materialized external inveetment. Aloo, the biggest single

investment projects have been made in this sector.

18.2 cQppwr min±ng

Copper mirdng is mainly done by CODELCO in f ive productive

divisions: Chuquicamata, El Teniente, Salvador, Andina and

Tocopilla. Althougli CODELCO's annual production is over 1. million

tons, it i.s expected that it will decline to 800,000 tons by the

year 2010, due to a f ail in average grades. In spite of this, it is

expected that Chile'e ahare of world primary copper production,

whicli was 22% in 1990, will increase to 25% by the mid-l99os, due~

to the implemetation of expansionx programs in pre sent compani.e8

and to new private investments.

CODELC faces a nuumber of challenges. The nead for an increase

in productivity lias strongly appeared in the face of rising coots

due to decliniflg grades. lIn fact, extraction xnethod have not

varied signiticaixtly over the last 15 to 20 years, whiWe laor

costs have severely risen. 1992. was the f irst year to se an

n-rnt ductivitv in recent times.



Consortium, Cyprus - Lac Minerais, for the joint exploitation of

the El Abra claim <with CODELCO retainirig 49% of property>. This

represents a direct payrnent f rom the foreign investors of over

US$500 million, with an additional US$1 billion committed for the

implementation and exploitation of the project.

However, this law does not consider eligible for joint

ventures with the private sector th.ose dlaims that qualif y as

11repositionl" daims (those used for expanding the production of

exîsting divisions). Iu practice, this has left out some of the

biggest dlaim. existing (Mansa Mina and Radomiro Tomic>. State

exploitation lias also been suspended (or sîgnif icantly slowed down)

due to budgetary reasons.

The most important inveutment projeot carried out in recent

times ha. been the Escondida copper mine. This represented over

US$800 million in direct investment, thus making Escondida the

largest private mine in Chile. Some of the new projects in copper

mining are given in Table 2 of the Statistical Appendix. In total,

these new projects wi2il iucrease copper production to more than 2.3

million tons towards the year 1996, 69% of which will be extracted

f rom open pit mines.

Second in importance to COUELCO is the state-owned Empresa

Nacional de Minerla (EAI 1, with a completely 4ifferent nature and

functions. Its miajor objective is to encourage smalj. and medium-

sized miuing. Thus, ENAMI does not exploid m~ine sites; rather, it

buys mineraIs f rom. private eut repreneuirs, which are then processed,

smelt, ref ined and giarketed.
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18.3 Qold and si2.v.r miing

In 1992, the Chilean production of gold was 33, 774 kilos. Only

a decade before, it barely surpassed 3,000 kilos. This impreasive

growth began with the start-up of the El Indio mine at the end of

the 1970s. Traditioiially, gold production camne as a by-product of

copper mining. Only with El Indio ha. gold mining in itself becorne

a pri.ncipal activity, mainly as open pit opêrations.

Foreign companies cuzrently produce rnost of the gold in Chj.le.

The increase in gold production wil.l thus depend on new

prospections and new foreign irwestment. Projects for gold

production currently under study, however, could expand production

to37.5 tons in 1995.

As with gold, silver production has increased substantially

over the last dce. In 1980, the annual production of silver was

under 300 tons, while in 1992 it ha. clixmbed to over 1,000 tons.

medium- term projections, however, estimate silver output at around

qnof tons bv 1995 (See Table 3 in the Statistical Apendix) . In



Siderurgy and the Huasco Pellet Plant.

The investment of CAP S.A. coTupanies that are now bei.ng

developed are estimated at an accumulated US$850 million for the

period 1989-1994. The most important project at the Huachipato

steel miii has been a coke plant with a capacity of 500,000 tons

per year, inaugurated in 1990. Total investment for this plant was

US$140 million.

18.5 Non-mtallic or industrial mninerais

Non-iuetallic mining mainly consists of the exploitation of

nitrate, lithium and calcium carbonate. It is worth noting that

Chile is the second world producer of iodine *(a by-product of

nitrate> and lithium, which are mostly exported. Calcium carbonate

je used basically ip the production of cernent for the domestic

market, thus depending heavily on the overail growth rate of the

economy.

Several projects will be undertaken in the near future

regarding alumiTlum refining, an area not yet developed in Chile.

One of the is the Alumisa Project, which contemplates an initial

investmexit <Of US$1,1 billion. Its location is the fax south of the

country (XI region) ,where low-cost hydroelectric power is readily

available. The raw material would be imported f rom Australia. This

proiect Ioud imply a substantial ecoiiomic impact for the country,

and especially for the region. With annual production eatfiated at

around US$400 miion starting in 1996, it would triple regionai



Another aluminum processing plant, with an investmeit of

US$1.s billion is under study by Endesa, the largeat power

generating company in Ch.ile. It is similar in its characteristics

and location to Alumisa.

1.8.6E Potent1ial for Cmnadian Exporta ini the Chileai Minng S.otor

Canada already has a aignificant presence in Cliiles mining

sector through the ownership of signif icant stakes in several large

projects. Some of the moat important mining companies i Canada,

sucli as Placer Dome, Rio Algom, Falconbridge, Cominco and Lac

Minerais are Ieavily involved in the exploitation of copper, gold

and silver. The Iargest projecta include Quebrada Blanca, Cerro

Colorado, El Abra, La Coipa and El Indio. This presence has been

growing fastly in recent yeara, and uow Canada is one of the main

foreign investors ini Chile.

Besides f rom direct participation in the ownership of

companies r the main opportunities for Canadian compauies in the

nriilinr min sector are in the provision of 0guipmet f or e



expansion of private investment in this sector will imply a

declining share in total production for CODELCO, and some

diversification in equipment needs.

In the last few years, the largest volumes of imports of

equipment have corne by f ar f rom the United States, followed by

Germany, Brazil, Japan, the United Kingdom and Canada. <See Table

6 in the Statistical Appendix).
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19. FORESTRY

19.1 Ov.rview

The Chilean forestry sector lias been one of the main

contributors ta the export boom experienced by the Chilean economy

since the mid-1980s. Forestry exports, including processed and

unprocessed praducts, represented 7.8% of total exporta in 1975,

and increased their share to 11.5% in 1992. This figure is even

more impressive considering that the ahare of exports in Gros

Damestic Produot <GDP> peaked at almost 35% in 1992, and was only

23% in 1975. The contribution of this sector to the country's GDF

lias increased from 2.14% in 1975 to nearly 3.5!k in 1992.

In spite of its very rapid growth since the mid 1970s, the

Chilean forestry sector is stili smali compared to the forestry

industries of the Northern Hemisphere. This lias a favorable aspect,

in that a strong expansion of Chuie's forest exports would not have

a significant depresaing effect on international prices.

Chile' s international competitive advantage in thie tarestry

sectar is based on very favorable soul and weather conditions, 10w

casts >of production, and a canvenient location of planitationis with

respect to processing plants and ports. The onJly slhadow of doubt

about the medium-term. evolution oft this sector is cast by the weak

situation in the international markets for some of the most

important forstr products.



19.2 Resource base

The Chilean soul and weather conditions are very favorable for

the growth of trees. Indeed, an examination of Chile's soul use

capabilities reveals that, out of a total surface of 75.8 million

hectares, 4496 of thze soil (32.8 million hectares) is suitable

either for productive or for conservation forestry, with an

additional 10.-8% (8.2 million hectares) currently used for grazing,

which could significantly expand the poten.tial for industrial wood

plantations (ses Table 1 ini the statistical appendix>.

There is a sharp contrast, however, between the territory

suitable for forestry and the land area currently under plantation

or with productive natural forests. Presently, less than 50% of the

potentially forestable land supports forests.

Chile's native forests are basically under private owziership;

of a total of 15 miillion hectares, 13.2 million are privately

owned, which include 3.5 million of productive hectares. Theiz

economie role in the Chilean forestry sector, however, is ziot very

significant, as native foreste represent 5% of the total foreat

output. This is expiained by a variety of factors, including

government regulations public opinion and green movements,

isolation of productive foreste and smallness of standing volumies

due to overmatuz'ity.

During the last century, two main exotic species h'ave be

introduced in Chile. These are Pinus Radiata <which came f rom

caJ.iforflia> and Eucalyptus Glohulus <f rom Australia) . The former
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bas been traditionally used for pulpwood and sawnwood, while the

latter, traditionally used for pit props in coal mining, only in

recent t-imes has been industrially processed.

The total land surface under industrial plantations is around

1.5 million hectares, with radiata pine accounting for 85* of the

total.

It ie important to note that the increase in plantation

forestry is the main cause of the surge of Chilean forestry

exporte. This increase in plantations began basically in 1974, when

the government provided wtrong incentives and subsidized

plantations (as explained below).

19.3 Current leg1.u1ation

Ninety f ive percent of ail plantations and natural forest are

privately owned. The rest are managed by the SNAPSE <Sistema

Nacional de Areae Silvestres Protegida) , the government entity

which manages Chile s National Parks and Forest Reserves, dependent

of CONAF (Corporaciôn Nacional Forestal).

The forestry sector has been a subi ect of legislation since

the XVI century, but regulations curreutly in place are zrecent.

Decree 701 of 1974, and its amendments of 1J980, eetablish the

following righte, limitations and incentives for forestry

practices:

Private ownershiip rights are understood hez'e as with other

forms of real estate. A prohibition of ail harvesting and

reforestation not approved by CONAF applie, however. Thus, a
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management plan must be submitted for approval by this agency

before the exploitation of a native forest. But somie species, like

Araucaria araucana and Yitzroya cupressoides (Alerce) cannot be

harvested at ail.

The following tax incentives exist for forestry operations: an

exemption f rom territorial taxation (2% of the value of the land) ,

and a 50% reduction of personal taxes applied to income earned f rom

these operatiole.

As with native forests, regular private ownership riglits also

apply to plantations. In contrast to native foreets, however, there

are no restrictions on forestry practices, unless

the owner lias declared that hie estate is suitable only for

forestatioli (11forestry land") . In this case, a Management Plan muet

be submitted to CONAF, with the only requirement being that the

Owner muet commit to keep the land forested.

if looated ini soil unsuitable for agriculture, the plantations

have the same tax incentives described above. In addition, however,

about 70% of the coste of plantation and silvicultural practices

are reimbursed to the plantation owner. This lias been the most

important incentive for the development of the forestry sector over

the last two decadea.

The practical effeot of this legisiation lias been the creation

of a substaTtial plantation base of ar'ound 1 million hectares (see

Table 2 ini the >statistical appendix) with a relativîy amaîl coet

in subsidies of aro.zxd US$71 million.

Ini contrast, the. regulatiozi of native. foreets has ensured
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neither its conservation nor its rational exploitation. A new law

is currently being discussed in Congress, which puts a strong

ernphasis on conservation, but also proposes a subsidy on

replantation of productive native forests.

19.4 The Forest Induutry

Despite its recent development, Chile's forest industry is

diversified and modern in moat of its sub-sectors. In particular,

the branches of pulp and paper, sawrnilling and wood based panels

have developed to become internationally competitive.

In 1976, total consumption of raw materials stood at 4

millions of cubic meters of loga underbark. Since theri it

experienced fast growth, reaching 17 million cubic meters in 1992

<sce Table 3 in the statistical appendix>.

Sawmilling remains the largest consumer of raw materials in

the foreat sector, although its importance has declined in recent

years. As with other f orest industry activities, sawmilling has

experienced fast growth, more than tripling lumber output between

1975 and 1992 (960 millions and 3,217 millions of cubic meters,

respectively) . Despite this, sawmilling is characterized by a large

number of small and low-productivity sawmills, although this

situation has been slowly reversing in recent times. As with much

of the forent industry, sawmilling is oriented almost exclusively

to the export market.

This sub-sector of the forent industry is very heterogenous.

Indeed, the four basic product limes (plywood, f iberboard,
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chipboard and medium-density fLiber MDF> present cansiderable

diffaretjces in efficiency anid market orientation. Fiberboard,

plywood and chipboard are basicaj.ly orierited to the internaI

market, with exports representing less than 5O'i of total

production. In contrast, the newly started plants producing MDF are

focused on thxe exterriai markets.

In just a couple of deçades, thia industry lias changed its

orientation f rom the internai to the external markets. Along the

process, it has become one of the most dyipaiic seçtors in the

Ch4lean economy.

As of 1993, pulp production ie considerably emalier than

installed capacity, due to a major revamping of existing pl.ants

since 1990. Despite thie, the depressed price of puip in the

international markets lias provoked a difficuit situat ion for the

industry during the, iaet year.

For ail papers and cardboards, exports f rom ChIle almost

double imports f rom the rest of the worJ.d. Except for newsprint,

which is produced by two medium-sized modern mille, the rest of the

papers and cardboards are produced ini amall scale plants. The

production of newsprint is focused on the exterxial market (Latin

America), while the rest of the paper and cardboar4 production ie

centered a2.most exclueively in the domestic market.

19.5 possible eleents li NAPTA negotitonsf

~Teions or eventuai conflicts in the forest sector during

Chile's negotiations to join NAFTA are not expected. First, Chl
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represents a very amail share of the world export market in al

sub-sectors of forestry (in pulp, for exainple, Chile's share is

less than one percent> . Second, Chule has no trade barriers for

f inal product s, raw materials or equipments other than the 11% f lat

import tarif f. And third, Chule faces no special restrictions for

the entry of its forest products in NAFTA markets.

There is one area, 1'owever, where differences of opinion may

arise between Chile and NAFTA countries, which is the existence of

subsidies to reforestation and to native forests in Chile. These

subsidies have a large environmental value, and could be justified

on econornic grounds due to the presence of externalities in the

growth of trees. Nevertheless the United States has contested a

similar support mechanism used by Canada through what the U.S.

considers low I"stumpage fees"; these fees represent a royalty or

charge (the equivalent of rent) which must be paid to the

provincial governments for the right to carry out forestry

operation son government-owned land. UnliIoe Canada, most Chilean

forests are pr±vately owned,. but the subsidy under DL 701 may b>e

contested on siiuilar grounds.

19.6 Potential for Canadian Business in the Forestry Sector

The potential for Canadian exporta i~n the forestry sector is

closely linked with the future trends of this sector. Indeed, the

reliance on plantations inakes it possible to project industrial

wood avai1lability toward the end of the present decade. Even

maintaining the current level of natural forests, total wood
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availability will more than double between 1990 and 2000. A recent

government projection showsý ani increase of 44% in lumber

production, of 76% in wood-based panels and of 150% in pulp and

paper production over this period.

This expansion will imply strong growth in sectoral exports.

Coxnpared to the level of 1990, exports of wood-based panels will be

44% higher in the year 2000, while pulp and paper exports will

expand by 200% during the sanie period (see Table 4 in the

statistical appendix>.

Obviously, these reaulta cannot be taken at face value, due to

the evolution of international markets. Stili, they show a strong

potential for continuity of the rapid growtb enjoyed by the sector

in recent years.

Much of the total inveatuient reguired ta face this subetantial

expansion in productive capacity will be in the forn of imported

specialized goods and services, thus opening an opportunîty for

count ries with substantial experience in the forestry sector such

as Canada. Est imatep of the total investinent in each aiib-sector for

the period 1992-2000 are presented in Table 4 of the statistical

apperidix.

AreaU of interest f or Cana4±an auppliera

This section identifies potential areas of int>erest. for

Canadian suppliers> of gooda and services in several sub-sectosf

the foreat indust-
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Silvicul ture

- Consultantcy and training in wildlif e management and

organization of National Parks.

- Training and technology in tree breeding, nurseries and

plantations.

- Equipment for wildlif e and nursery laboratories.

- Machinery and equipment for plant breeding, planting,

thirining and pruning.

Forent harvesting

- Tecbnical planning and equipment- selection for site

preparation and harvest.

- Felling and logging equipment.

- Loading and unloading equipment

- Specialized log transportation trucks.

Kiln dry±ng

-ConsuJ.tantcy in the planning and'design of kilndrying

operat ions.

-Kiln instruments, equipment, chambers and control systems.

Chipping equipm.nt

-Portable softwood chippers, to run in conjunction with

logging operat ions.

-Stationary sawmill chippers for softwoods, and pulp mill

chippers for softwoods and hardwoods.
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- Stationary chippers for export operations.

Sawiillu

- Sawmilling feasibility studies, programming design and

engineering.

- High tecbnology machin~ery and equipment.

- Wood preservatives and auti-stain chemicals.

Pulp and4 paper

- Engineering congulting for new milis, adaptation of

existing ones to operate on Eucalyptus.

- Machinery and equipment.

Enviroiwital studies

- studies on the impact of natural deforestatiou.

- Studies on the impact of plantations growth.
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20. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON INTERIM
REPORT





Aut bora'r Roapozwe to Co.uentazy Geerated by I7terlun Report

In response to your request based on the coinEents fraa Ottawa,
ve are pieased ta subuit the answers as foiiows:

1. Chîjlefs exchange controis are unlilely to pose an obstacle ta
NArrA accession. First, these contrais are very minor. Second, they
are expected ta be diuuantled gradually, as it has been happening
recentiy.

2. A document containing the structure of Chfl.efs Governiient wil i
be provided to you separately.

3. It i. i~n the leqal tradition of Chule ta pubiish ].aws and
regulat ions with due opportunity for comment and to inforn about
administrative and judicial review procedures.

Trade rules and! îrocedures

12. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 provide exaupies of praducta enjoying
comenatory aeasures. N ot ail products in each category, hovever,

enjoy these measures * For example, corapensatory uieasures have
applied to butter, powder milk and cheeses amonq milk products; ta
shirts, overcoats, pants, and sweaters among apparsi. And so on.

2. Eacki uinistry has tuit ion over its own sector (e. g., standards
reltd to construction of houses are declared binding by the
Ministry of Housinq, whereas those related ta construction of roads
are 4eclared hinding by the Ministry of Public Works).

3. rTe National Institute of Standards develops salie standards,
vitile others are develaped by speciaiized technical institutions or
industry associations.* Tests performed by these institutions can be
as bindinq as those of the RIS if these institutions are acredited
by the respective ministries.

6. Chile does not use procurement contracts as a tool of either
policy or performance requireîients.



1. The approvai proces. ha. flot been eliminated because it
reprasents an extreuely useful tool f or qathering statistical
information about the. real impact of foreign investaent in Chule.

2. The. approval process refera only to thie inf low of f oreign
exohanqe to Chlii and to the remittance of prof its and capital, but
not to the right of operation in specific sectors (whkich i.
guaranteed by the. Constitution for ail parties).

3.* To the beat of our lnowledge, the. pref erence f or a written
contract does not raf er to any instability or inadequacy but rather
to preference of investors for a long-term (20-30 years) stability
of rules.

4. Tiiere are no specific restrictions for domestic investors and
fore ign investors. Ail investors revceive the same treatment in
Chule

Dispute settiemerit mechanisiis

3. our dlaim refera to the. f act that while Chlii ha. been willing
to actively participate in dispute settement procedures, ail such
procedures have an administrative Ocostl * In the case of NAPTAi, thie
number of commissionsb and working groupe i. large and therefore tii.
cost will b. proportionat*iy high.

2. Thie US$71 million of subsidies under DL 701 represents the,
aocumulated amount from 1974 to 1982 <S.. Eladio Susaeta, "The
Chilean Markcet for Canadian Goods and Services in the, Forestry
Sectorl', Deeb 1992)
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